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INTRODUCTION
SCIMCE IN THE CURRICUimT OF THE ELEBffiNTARY SCHOOL
Various investigation by committees and individuals
on phases of the teaching of the basic sciences in schools
throughout the country have been led to a recognition that
many of the problems cannot be solved except by cooperative
effort of all concerned. In the elementary school even
the young child needs understanding, consonant to be sure
with his level of maturity, of the ways in which man has
utilized scientific and mechanical techniques in satisfying
his needs. Intelligent participation, and lag between
scientific advancement and social adjustment can be de-
creased only as understanding develops concerning the need
for the application of a dynamic social theory, and the
scientific method to the institutions of social life. The
social importance of science becomes apparent to children
when they study it in relation to such areas of experiences
as transportation, communication, and conversation of
1
natural resources or community health.
The teacher in the elementary school has the oppor-
tunity to build early those emotionalized outcomes of
1 Hefferman, H., Sci. Ed., "Science in the Gurriculimi
of the Elementary School." Elementary School
,
XXVI;
(December, 1942). Pp. 165-8.
(1^

experiences which we call attitudes in regard to science.
No teacher who has received from the hands of a child a
tightly clutched houquet of brightly colored flowers, or
who has shared his excitement when he discovers the
community life of an ant's nest, needs, statistics to
reinforce the validity of her first-hand ejcperiences . No
experiences are more genuine to a child than those he has
with the moving, living, tangible world of which he is a
part. Through these beginnings, a child can be led into a
realization of his responsibilities for the intelligent use
of his own life and the resources of his environment;
through them he may develop deep and permanent interests
for his present and his adult life. To decry the child
this opportunity for developing basic scientific concepts
and attitudes lies in the lack of preparation of teachers
to give children guidance in science experiences. This
lack of preparation manifests itself in two ways. First,
the teacher may not have had sufficient education in
science to answer the children's questions relative to
their environment or to guide them to satisfactory sources
of information; and second, she may fail to see science
experiences implicit in the major curriculum units and
without which children can gain no thorough or comprehensive
understanding of the specific unit under consideration.
In the former situation, the child soon ceases to
consult a sterile source, unless he receives stimulation

and guidance from any agency outside school, his interests
are likely to be diverted to other fields which the teacher
apparently considers more valuable. In the latter
situation, incomplete understanding of an area of experience
studied is a disintegrating influence. The child must
have a feeling of satisfaction in regard to his study for
communication, sound, how it travels fastest; how we hear
sound; what makes different tones, etc.
The importance of adequate teacher education in the
field of science is apparent. The teacher must have back-
ground which makes her see the importance of providing
significant experiences through which the child comes to
understand his world, children are eager for adv^tures
in the field of science. The greatest problem in giving
science its proper place in the elementary school
curriculum lies in the limited training of teachers.
School administrators are reluctant to emphasize
science in the elementary school program because of
teacher preparation.
Emmett H. Brown reports, "That the greatest obstacles
to more and better science is 'lack of teacher education
in science '
^
1. Brown, Emmett H., Program of Specialization in
Elementary Science « Science Education, February 1948.
Pp. 14-15.
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4R,A. Bullington found by making a survey, "That
fourteen per cent of all courses, the students felt that
Audio Visual Aids were used only to entertain or to
consume time." Dr. Bullington says, "There is a need for
in-service training program to aid teachers in selecting
1
and in the Manipulation of Audio Visual Aids."
Ralph S. Powers reports, "In making a coinparison of
science faculties of state universities and state teachers
colleges and normal schools, that observations have shown
in general that science work in these schools is very
elementary. Certainly not up to any acceptable standard
of college work, that it is poorly planned, and that it is
quite inadequate for developing any acceptable standards
2
of scholarship in science."
School administrators, who see the importance of
science in education of children, will have to make the
provision in their program and provide in-service-training.
1
books, visual aids, and other necessary materials for
instruction in order to put the program into operation.
1 iJullin^^ton, R.A., Do You Use Audio Visual Aids?
The Science Teacher, 190, December 1947. Pp. 176-7.
E. Powers, Ralph S., Science Teaching on The College
Level, Thirty-First Yearbook. Part I, Chapter 17, (1932).
Lv:' V ill
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There has teen a great stimulation to the teaching
of soienoe because of the appearance of a large number of
text books in elementary science by competent authorities.
The books sihoulcL be used to extend the information gained
from observation and experience.
Children's experiences should not be a process of
reciting and making oral statements of information found
in books. They become mere verbalism unless they who can
have many experiences which have meaning and correlate with
past experiences. The problem of selection of specific
content in science is solved when science is used to
deepen meanings in relation to the child's study of
community life, boats and cargoes, life studies of cultiare,
aeronautics, communication, the story of petroleum, and
of how man satisfies his need for food. The outcomes in
the field of science can be measured only when someone
competent in the field of science can interpret the
contributions science has to make to health, safety, and
the welfare of human beings, and acquired methods used by
creative workers in making a constructive attack on the
problem of social living.

CHAPTEH I.
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
For years teachers have been aware that theirs is the
task of developing certain skills, social behavior, atti-
tudes, cooperation, the ability to think clearly, and to
make decisions. The majority of teachers agree that
pupils learn by experience, by doing and observation, but
however, no satisfactory program has been planned in many
of the elementary schools.
I. THE PROBLEM
Definition of Problem . It is the purpose of this
study, first, to make lesson plans in certain scientific
subjects from textbooks, usingiaried materials formed by
the many scientists and authors; second, to show that
through social studies, reading, spelling, art, language
arts, and music, that much elemoatary science can be taught
i
from these subjects; third, to present science lesson
plans for teacher guidance for grade six.
Significance of the Study . The study of science has
been stressed as one of the most interesting subjects in
education, by many authors and teachers. The objectives
of science teaching may be formulated, first, as state-
ments that function directly in thinking; and, second,
as statements that described methods of thinking; and,
third, as statements that describe attitudes toward products
(6)
£1'
of thought and toward method of thinking. The findings from
science have contributed enormously to thinking, to methods
of study, and to the development of scientific attitudes
that affect behavior. The principles and generalizations
of science must, therefore, occupy considerable place in the
elementary school program and of general education, the aim
and significance of which is life enrichment.
It has been stated that relatively few children receive
any organized science instruction until Grade Seven. In the
grades below science teaching is incidental appearing in
reading programs. Teaching proce&ires are not well designed,
There is almost a total absence of concern about locating,
stimulating, and providing guidance for children with
potential talent in science. In spite of the recognition
given by many authors and school authorities in elementary
science and who have designed many instructional aids and
equipments for the attainment of the objectives or set goals
for measuring and learning, it is said, "There is need for
adequate and planned materials in the elementary schools."'''
In this study an attempt ha s b een made to form lesson
plans for grade six, hoping they will serve as a guide to
stimulate and motivate interest in reading. Books are keys
to many treasures.
1 ITationaT"Society For the Study of Education , The
Thirty-First Yearbook, The University of Chicago Press,
(1932), Chicago 37, 111. Pp. 42-3.
f
II. DESCRIPTIOir AM) PUHPOSE OP STUDY
It is the purpose of this study to build lesson plans
for motivating science reading in grade six.
What subject is more interesting than Science, one
which will acquaint the pupil with his environmental
surroundings, teaching appreciation, observation of plants,
soil, shells of watei; animals, birds, etc.? There is
nothing that so develops the human side of life as the
study of one's environmental surroundings. It not only
enriches the pupil's life but also tends to introduce into
life an understanding that is stimulating and educative.
Let the child take part by actual experience in doing,
making experiments, and discovering for himself.
The writer believes lesson planning is very essential
and helpful to a teacher, and these special lesson plans
should be presented with informal study with relationship
to reading; in order that his objectives are clear and
meaningful in his mind to be related to the child, and to
keep him from straying.
Science will often create an active interest in read-
ing, stimulating a desire to read and learn; familiarizing
him with the unknown.
Through these lesson plans for motivating science
reading , the following objectives of science teaching will
help the pupil in making self adjustments: first, to
9 80
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develop appreciation of the natural and physical environ-
ment in which they live and the part which science plays
in their lives; second, to develop scientific attitudes;
namely, observation, curiosity, a concept for cause and
effect relationships, and the desire to base conclusions on
evidence; and, third, to develop desirable social attitudes
in regard to sex, safety, conversation, and health; fourth,
to develop the scientific method of problem solving; fifth,
to develop abilities and skills for the purpose of finding
infoimation when needed and in making simple experiments
which are necessary in solving problems; sixth, to create
interest and enrich pupil experiences; seventh, to develop
. concepts which are necessary to the understanding of
scientific principles.
These lesson plans or units for motivating the teaching
of science through reading have been selected and developed
from progressive educators and teachers in selected texts
on the teaching of science; they are planned according to
the community needs of science instruction which they can
utilize.
THE UNITS AlID lESSOlI PLANS ARE:
1. The Earth - The Earth and Nature Give Us Soil
2. Finding The Stars - Pictures In the Slcy
5. Plants - How Plants Thrive
4. Water - Its Power and Uses
5. Air and Its Importance to Life and Aviation
6. Fire - Man's Friend and Enemy
7. How Magnetism and Electricity Work
8. Heat May Affect Gases. Liquids and Solids
9. Health - The Human Body
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III. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AUD STATEMENTS FROM AUTHORS
This study will present oppor tunitifes for subject matter
unification which are unlimited. Being an advocate of
teacher planning and a heliever in acquainting children
with actual e3q)eriences, I believe their interest will be
stimulated. Therefore, the study will take in Reading for
information, finding answers, library techniques at grade
level; Language Arts
,
discussion, reporting, vocabulary
developments, oral and written stories, invitations to
speakers, etc.; Science
,
demonstrations, experiments;
Art, constmct ion, painting, using different crayons and
colored paper for bulletin board material, lettering,
posters; Music
,
songs, illustrating, for example, weather,
airplane, and many other subjects; Social Studies
,
tracing
travel routes, learning resources of different places,
and locations of places, materials, animals, etc.;
Penmanship
,
writing of letters, new words, and copying;
Spelling , drill and practice of words from all the subjects
mentioned.
Kyte Wilson says, "The teacher should acquire a
thorough Imowledge of the prominent factors, elements,
and differences which enter into the nature and character-
istics of the individual pupil, and of the class, and
which indicate the degree of readiness for educational
JT T
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experiences involved in the new work."
Claude C. Crawford relates, "Lesson plans are no t very
important, but planned lessons are. Obviously what is no
t
planned is planless, and what is planless is likely to be
2
valueless ."
Crawford relates further, "Doing is not a valuable
form of education because it is doing, nor because it is
interesting, but because it leads to learning of processes
that are worth acquiring. Activity is not the goal but the
method of education. The experiment made by children must
be related to the life activities for which they are to
3
pr epare •
"
Lid a B. Earhart says, "It is common lack in teacher
that they do not determine in advance of their recitations
just what is the specific function of the subject-matter to
be employed. They accept a course of study, or a specified
textbook, and work through from start to finish without
seeing just what each section of material can be made to
4
render in the way of service."
1 Wilson, Kyte, - Lull - Modern Methods of Teaching ,
Silver Burdett and Company, New York, Chapter XII
•
2 Crawford, Claude C, How to Teach , School Book
Depository, Chapter 8, Los Angeles, California, 1938.
3 Ibid , Chapter XV, p. 362.
4 Earhart, Lida B., Types of Teaching , Chapter XV.
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Margaret Mead says, "You liave, and I have, been
reared in a vsorld whioh believes that it is necessary to
protect children from the facts of life and death. When
someone dies, when a new baby is bom, when there's an
accident or a severe illness or a great sorrow, the
children are hurried away from it. Reared in such an
atmosphere, trained to protect little children from the
impact of life's piercing experiences, we are suddenly
faced with the fact that it no longer lies within our
power to protect them in this way. From the single death
or single accident it has been possible to hurry the child
away, but from bombings and devastation of war, this will
not be possible. 'i?hat, then, can we do to keep children
safe now that the old tried ways of protecting them are
1
going to fail?"
Alice Gilbert says, "A review of the literature in
the field shows that schools are developing programs In
science - considerable study has been given to the matter
of desirable content and the first question which
confronts the educator who wishes to undertake a program
of revision is just what do our curricula contain? As
an answer to this question, a survey of thirty courses,
1 Mead, Margaret, Associate Curator of Anthropology,
American Museum of Natural History, to Kindergarten Teachers
of New York City. Address; Childhood Education,
September 1942. Pp. 23-24.
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was made to find what topics in t lie field of science were
being presented in our elementary schools and at what
1
grade level or levels they are placed."
The courses were procured from various geographical
areas and thus, they may be considered representative of
the total conditions. This review shows that attention
is "being given to this phase of our elementary education,
however, science in the elementary school is still in a
transitional stage.
Mary A. (Jilles says, "The science room operates vspon
the theory that *Nothing succeeds lilce success'." She
gives a case of a boy, while being enrolled, centered his
attention on a small radiometer near the desk. Very
abruptly came this question, "Please ma'am, what malas s
that go?" It was a bright sunny day so I handed it to
him and suggested that he take it over to the window and
watch it. He was left alone. The boy was learning,
"the why," for he would move it from the sunny window,
place it in the dark corner of the floor, observe and
repeat. After several such tryouts, he returned with,
"It's the light that makes it go. Have you a book that
tells about it?" His first sheet of work was a neat little
1 Gilbert, Alice, Science Content in the Elementary
School . School and Mathematics XLIII (IJovember 1943).
Pp. 769-73.
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drawing of a radiometer with his story of his discovery
and the Why? His experience had been a happy one - he
1
was a success - he was ready for a new attack.
John Sternig says, "Of all sciences, none has more
appeal for children than astronomy. It has been my
experience that children seem to have a universal interest
in the heavens. They want to know abo\4 the things in the
sky; what the moon, sun, and stars are. They have an
insatiable curiosity about the possibility of life on other
planets and trips through space. Few parents or teachers
2
do anything to stimulate the interest."
S. Ralph Powers says, "The new theory requires a
curriculum in which learning experiences shall be arrayed
in such manner that as the child progresses through
successive grades, he will have opportunity for continuous
enlargement of his knowledge of the problems, principles
and generalization that scholarly men find worthy of
3
study."
1 Gilles, Mary A., Method and ^eyj-ces Used in Teaching
at Montefiore Special School . Vol« XLIV. April 1944.
Pp. 357-366.
2 Sternig, John, Astronomy in the Elementary School ,
Sch. Sci. and Math., Vol. XLIV, January 1944. Pp. 36-42.
3 S. Ralph Powers, The Plan of the Public School and
the Program of Science Teaching , national Society for the
Study of Education, Thirty-first Yearbook 193E. Pp. 1-12.
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Gerald A. Yoakara says, "An ounoe of prevention is worth
a pound of cure." He also states, "Basic reading instruc-
tion must be more carefully planned and organized so that
reading retardation will gradually disappear as a school
problem. When the facts of reading research are used and the
results of the laboratory and clinic are reviewed for ideas,
it seems that there is enough available knowledge to enable
us to develop a program in which it is recognized that con-
tinuous growth to the limits of his capacity, uninterrupted
by frustration and failure which might have been prevented,
1
is all that we could desire for the individual child."
Charles P. Hoban says, "If school instruction is to
become more meaningful, visual aid must be used to enrich
2
and vary the pupil's concrete esq) er iences ."
A.V. Dorris says, "Visual instruction simply means the
presentation of knowledge to be gained through the seeing
3
experiences.
"
E.C. Dent defines, "Visual - sensory aids as all
materials used in the classroom, or in other teaching
situations, to facilitate the undertaking of the written
4
or spoken word."
1. Yoakam, Gerald A., An Ounce of Prevention in Reading
,
Journal of Educational Research, September 1943. Pp. 100-9.
2 Hoban, Charles P., and Others, Visualizing the
Curric ulum , Gordon Coinpany, JJ.Y., (19377^ Chapter I.
3 A.V. Dorris, Visual Instrugtion in the Public
Schools
, 1928, pp. 3-593" E.C. Dent, The Audio Visual Handbook , (revised) -
The Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago 1939.
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Dorothy E. 'iTlieatley says, "Often children in
elementary schools are more aware of their immediate
environment than are their teachers. Many a child has
remained awaice at night to watch the stars; has built soil
ridges to disturb ant colonies; has climbed trees to
examine birds' nests; has spent hours searching for differ-
ent kinds of rocks; has come late to school because of the
fascination of a steam shovel. Teachers have a responsibil-
ity to cs5>italize the too infrequently ignored observations
that children make . Children^ interest in their surround-
ings maybe effectively used in science teaching. Trips
taken by a school class constitute a common basis on which
1
science understanding may be built."
Emmett A. Betts says, "After administering a nuinb er
of tests to a group of pupils to find reading problems at
the immediate grade level, found that none of the reading
tests provided an accurate index to the levels at which
reading instniction should be initiated for the low
achievers, however, these tests did identify the low
achievers needing further analysis of their reading
2
difficulties."
1 Wheat ley, Dorothy E., Science Field Trips in The
Elementary School , Science Education, Vol. XXVII, No. 4,
(t)ecember 1943) . Pp. 137-139.
2 Betts, Emmett A., Reading Problems at The
Immediate Grade Level
,
Elementary School Journal,
(June 1940). Pp. 737-746
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Dr. P.D. Durrell, in making "A summary of the
principles of teaching reading "based on research in
elementary school reading," found "there is need for more
and better instructional material; need of keeping daily
checks on the achievements and difficulties of pupils;
need of more sagacious guidance by teachers; and the need
of making reading the most servicable instrument possible
1
in a rich program."
Gray and Leary, "Reading is a form of experience, a
means of enriching child life and an agency of intellectual
and social progress. If reading is to serve it largest
function in contemporary life, the school faces genuine
obligations. It should introduce children to reading
activities that are purposeful, challenging, and enriching;
it should promote the development of habits of intelligent,
fluent reading, including critical thinking and evaluation;
it should develop power in applying what is read, thus
contributing to intelligent self-direction and social
reconstruction; it should broaden and deepen interest that
will contribute to the wholesome use of leisure time and to
enrich and stabilize personalities; and it should provide
a broad common culture and an appreciation of the finer
elements in American life. All these results should be
I Durrell, D.D., Research Problem in Reading:
.
Elementary English Review, 1936-1937. Pp, 306-10.
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secured in harmony with the normal development of children
and their ability to understand and to make necessary
1
intellectual and emotional adjustment."
Witty and Goldberg say, "Effective use of visual aid
in the classroom promotes learning. Where objectives are
clearly defined, subject matter thoroughly organized and
methods of instruction well adapted to the needs of the
grovD£)t visual aids serve to facilitate learning. They
enable the teacher to motivate his class work and vitalize
his instruction. And they serve to clarify presentation
E
and hence to improve communication."
Robert B. Sears says, "Personality as the term is
commonly used by American researchers, refers to the motives,
attitudes, traits, habits, mechanisms, of defence and ad-
justments, appetites, and aversions that combine to determine
a person's molar behavior. Since these characteristics of
the person, are in turn largely determined by his ex-
periences, any account of their origin must refer to (a)
the learning process, (b) motivation, and (c) the environ-
mental conditions under which motivated action, and the
3
consequent learning occurs."
1 Brueckner, Leo J., and Others, The Changing Elementa-
ry School , Inor Company, 1939. Pp. 282-283.
2 Witty and Goldberg, The Use of Visual Aids in Special
Training Units in the Army . Journal of Education Psychology,
mV: 62 - dd, 5»ebruary 1944.
3 Sears, Robert R., Persoimlity and Motivation ,
Review of Educational Research, XIY: 368 - 379. !D?cember
1944.
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Ionise Robles says, "In the sixth grade the reading
program was based on pupils reading interests. The program
was introduced with an exhibit of books which had been sent
on approval. The teacher had arranged with a book company
to send about one hundred books for pupils to examine.
About seventy-five of these books were purchased. The
teacher explained to the student that since she did not
know them and their reading interest she could not select
their books wisely, and therefore they could select some
from the exhibit. They used the reading period to examine
and read the books. The pupils were asked to read two
books and tell which one they liked best; they were en-
couraged to write a short statement about the book. A
record was also kept of their oral comments. A tabulate
chart was made for each book showing how many students
read the book and whether or not they liked it. In
addition, small cards were furnished on which the pupils
write their comments. These were placed on a cardboard
which later developed into a bulletin board for a
"Book You Want to Read." On this bulletin board the pupils
could arrange short written comments about the books they
liked. Some of the pupils used book jackets and others made
their own illustrations for their comments. This led to
a table exhibit of several books on open topic with objects
on display to illustrate the content. For example, one
pupil exhibited elecitrioal equipment with several books on
or?
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electricity which he had read. Historical novels prompted
an exhibit of old letters, newspapers, and other historical
materials, which later developed into an index of educative
community resources. The index facilitated the collection
of materials for other exhibits, which in turn motivated
1
reading on many topics."
Oliver S. Loud says, "The science teacher in the
'"New School**' will consider the community his laboratory;
its problems his materials; science his method; and the
whole of society the area in which he works and lives.
By participation in the people's cause he will have changed
himself. His stature will have become sufficient for his
E
life-work."
Vesta Holt asks "Why should science be taught in
Elementary School? The teacher must have the answer clearly
in mind before proceeding with plans for a science unit.
One objective is to open new avenues of interest and
satisfaction. Another is to acquaint the child with valuable
scientific knowledge and use. A more important function
than either of these is to develop broader concepts and
outlooks regarding the problems of living. But the most
1 Robles, Louise, General and Remedial Reading in the
Sixth Grade » Educational Method, XXII: April 1943,
pp. 517-319.
2 Loud, Oliver S., Science in The liew School
.
Educational Method, January 1943, XXII: 217-223.
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important objective, perhaps, is to cultivate in the
future citizen scientific attitudes and methods of
1
procedure in all of his thinking."
M.L. Nichols says, "If the function of the school is
to develop the latent powers of the pupils and to supply
them with a fund of useful information it is obvious that,
with a wide range in intelligence and in cultural oppor-
2
tunities, differentiation of instruction is needed."
G.S. Craig says, "Science has become a subject deserv-
ing of place in the elementary school because of its
fundamental and far-reaching contribution to the child and
society, and because it conforms to the purpose and ideals
of the elemaitary school."
O.E. Underbill says, "A science program maybe
developed and approached from an analysis of the needs,
interests, and experiences of the children in the class-
room; and from an analysis of organized science to
determine what significant social needs of adults are and
how the problems involved may be solved. There are many
'right ways* of organizing elementary school science,
but a way which does not provide for actual participation
1 Holt, Vesta, The Function and Use of Experiment s
in Elementary School~Soience , Science Education, Decgnber
1942, XXVI. Pp. 168-172.
2 M.L. IJichols, Adaptation of Tests in Science to
Different Abilities
, School and Society, September 1931,
XXXIV. Pp. 409-412.
3 Gr.S. Craig, The Program of Science in the Elementary
School
,
Thirty-First Yearbook The Ut. Soc. for the Study of
Iducat ion. Part 1, Chicago, 111. Pp. 132-162.
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is wrong. The ingenious teacher may devise ways for
1
carrying on such activity with simple equipment."
Wilson and Wilson say, "The Motive and the Goal -
that attack upon school work which seeks to make its tasks
significant and purposeful to each child, by relating them
to his childish experiences, questions, problems, and
2
desires, is called motivation."
Paul E. Blackwood says, "Materials for an elementary
science program should be planned in terms of the object-
ives of elementary science. The science program should:
Help children accurately observe and interpret their
environment; give them practice and skill in identifying
and stating problems; help them obtain and interpret
information related to their problems and questions;
contribute to building scientific attitudes; help in
developing social responsibility and other types of social
growth. For example, helping children mature from
impulsive, unplanning individuals to mature, 'planning'
3
individuals ."
1 Underhill, O.E., How May Science in the Elementary
School Be Made More Effective?
.
National Educational Assoc
Proc. 1941, Washington D.C. Pp. 585-586.
2 Wilson and Wilson, The Motivation of School Work
.
Chapter 11. Pp. 15 19"STI
3 Blackwood, Paul E., Planning a Science Center
.
Childhood Education , 1201-16th St., N.W. Washington 6, D.C
April 1948. Pp. 357-360.
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Herbert S, Zim says, "Children are scientists in their
urge to learn, in their interest in experimenting, oollect-
ing and observing^, in their vividness of their imagination
1
and in their desires to create."
A.E. Shirling says, "The success of the study of
Natural Science depends largely upon the inspirational
guidance of teachers who know its value through their own
personal contacts with nature and their escperiences with
2
scientific processes."
Dr. Horovitz writes, "The cooperative committee on the
teaching of Science and mathematics of the American Assoc-
iation for the Advancement of Science was created in 1941
by representatives of several scientific societies to work
on educational problems the solution of which can be
attained better by cooperative action than by single
scientific group working alone. As a result of this report
on 'The Present Effectiveness of Our Schools in the Training
of Scientists* has been prepared and appears as appendix 11
{pp. 47-149), of volume four, of Science and Public Policy,
a report to the President by the President's Scientific
3
Research Boards"
1 Zim, Herbert S., Children as Scientists
.
Childhood
Education, April 1947. Pp. 360-369.
£ Shirling, A.E., Experience in Natural Science »
Childhood Education, April 1947. Pp. 373-376.
3 Dr. Horovitz - Lark, K., The Effectiveness of Science
Teaching , The Science Teacher, February 1948. National
Science Teachers Association, 1E01-I6th St., N.W. Washington,
D.C., Vol. XV, No. 1.
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Philip N. Powers says, "The shortage of highly trained
scientists is probably the chief bottle neck to scientific
progress today. The only place where this bottle neck can
be broken is in our schools - grade schools, high schools,
colleges, and universities. Ho report on scientific
research in the country could, therefore, be complete with-
out considering 'The Present Effectiveness of our Schools
1
in The Training of Scientists'."
Dr. Vivian Johnson says, "General education aims to
give the student, first, a firmly rooted love for learning;
8, personal adjustment to his environment; 3, competence,
in a vocational area; 4, an awareness of the complexities
encountered in human relationships. A science course in
general education is designed to emphasize, first, the
historical development of science; 2, an understanding of
the scientific method; 3, a knowledge of the fundamental
principles of the science; 4, an understanding of nattiral
phenomena; 5, a realization of the social aspects of
current applications of science. The discussion points out
that these aspects of science are essential in attaining
2
the goals of general education."
1 Powers, Philip U., VVhy the Report on the Effect Ivenesa
of Science Teaching Was IJeeded , The Science Teacher. Vol. XY.
Uo. 1, Naticiial Science Teachers Association, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., February 1948.
2 Dr. Johnson, Vivian, Science in Education , (Abstracts)
Members of A A A S Cooperative Committee, The Science
Teacher, February 1948. Pp. 16-36.
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Dr. C.H. Sorum says, "College and university teachers
in the elementary science courses are faced with the problem
of teaching in an ever- increasing amount of material in a
restricted amount of time. The students to whom these
sciences are taught are too often not well prepared to
undertake college work. Elementary Science textbooks are,
in general, too comprehensive and not ideally arranged for
good teaching. The solution to the above problem may
possibly lie in, first, increasing the number of years of
high school and college schooling; second, increasing the
number of credits and hours for elementary science courses;
third, establishing closer coordination and cooperation
between high school and college teaching; fourth, developing
a broad program of science instruction running from the
first grade through high school and college; fifth, maintain-
ing high standards of attainment; sixth, setting up uniform
courses of high school science study; seventh, insisting
that textbooks be written for the student and that these
textbooks be designed for good teaching and good learning
and not for reference. The heart of all good teaching will
1
always be good teachers."
1 Dr. borum, G.H., A Chemist Looks at Science Education
,
Vol. XY, No.l, February 1948, Science Teacher, pp. 36-44.
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In this atomic age the boys and girls are growing
into a challenging age, one which will tax their resources
to t he utmost
•
To meet this challenge, our boys and girls must be
equipped with all the tools providing factual information,
appr eciat iois, ability to think clearly and to make
decisions.
To meet this challenge our teachers and educators
say, first, pupil's experiences must be related to life's
activities for which they are to prepare; second, teachers
should plan their lessons and determine in advance of their
recitations; third, that surveys be made to find what
topics in science are being presented in the elementary
schools and at what grade levels they are placed; fourth,
a curriculum be arranged for science teaching that the
child progresses through successive grades; giving
opportunity for continuous enlargement of his knowledge,
uninterrupted; fifth, visual and audio-visual aids are
effective teaching mediums; should be provided and used to
enrich and vary the pupil's concrete experiences; sixth,
there is need for further analysis of reading diff iciil t ies,
keeping diecks on achievements of pupils; seventh, the
teacher should become better acquainted with community
resources; eighth, that the success of the elementary
V ; vxaa&ri; ' rio
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science depends largely upon the inspirational guidance of
teachers; ninth, the elementary school is the starting
place for the training of scientists; tenth, there should
be a closer coordination and cooperation between elementary,
junior and high school science teaching; eleventh, there
should he an increase in the credits and hours for
elementary science courses; twelfth, there should be a
broad program of science instruction beginning in the first
grade, and continuing through all elementary grades;
thirteenth, the textbooks should be designed for good
teaching and good learning; fourteenth, educators believe
the years of school should be increased, maintaining high
standards of attainment; fifteenth, that a special program
be designed to train elementary teachers with a special
competence in the field of elementary science.
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CHAPTERS II TO X
LESSON PLANS
In outlining the teaching methods to be used in the
course of this study, lesson plans have been used as a
basis for procedure • Thus it will be seen that the major
part of the study has been taken up with the outlining
and discussion of lessons plans, which also included lists
of questions to be brought up, as well as references that
were listed to show the material used as text.
These lesson plans have been developed through Chapters
II to X. They serve to show the way in which school children
might be taught elementary science successfully so as to
aid in creating in them better attitudes toward a good
way of life*
(28)

CHAPTER II.
THE EARPH MD MTURE GIVE US SOIL
lUTRODUCTION
We have often heard this remark "Mother Earth" and
one can easily see why the earth is so called. "Mother
Earth" gives us everything we need; food, shelter, clothing,
fuel, building materials, and many other useful things.
Even the rivers, streams, waterfalls and winds are made to
work for humanity. Would you like to learn more about the
earth, rocks, and other substances obtained from "Mother
Earth"?
I. LESSON PLAU I
Sub
.1 ect . How are rocks made?
Teacher's Aim . To show that the earth's surface is
constantly changing, and that rock and soil are washed from
one place to another by water.
Materials Used . One foot long glass tubing; bunsen
burner or alcohol lamp; glass jar, tall and narrow, filled
with 8/3 water; mixture of fine, medium, and coarse soil;
samples of quartz, granite, limestone, sandstone, and
marble.
Procedure . Heat the end of the glass tubing in the
flame for several minutes. What changes take place? Heat-
ing of earth material caused the formation of rock of old.
Rocks formed in this way are called igneous (fire-made rocks)i
(29)
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Examples . Granite; glass, is an example of artificial
igneous rook, Aiade ty mixing quartz with other substances
and heating to very high termperature. Pour soil mixture
into glass jar of water, cover the open end of the jar and
shake well. Let jar stand and watch water until it is clear
Do the larger or smaller particles settle first?
Deposits of earth materials are laid in the ocean and rocks
were formed ages ago. Pressure cemented them together.
Examine the surface of the sample of quartz or of granite.
Compare it with limestone.
Describe the differences in the formation and arrange-
ment of the particles in quartz or granite and in limestone.
Examine the surface of marble.
How does the marble differ from the stratified lime-
stone and from the igneous quartz and granite? Layers of
rock under heat and pressure are changed into marble from
1
limestone.
Con elusion . Name three ways in which nature forms
rocks
.
1 Knox, Warren; Stone, and others. The Wonderworld
of Science , Book 5, Charles Scribner's Sons, Chicago, 111.,
(1946) . Pp. 71-77.
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II. LESSON PIAN 2
Subject * Are Rocks useful?
Teacher 's Aim « To teach pupil how to identify rocks,
know their uses, and interesting formations.
Materials Used * Pieces of limestone, marble, granite,
sandstone, slate, mica schist, sewing needle, tumbler or
beaker containing a weak solution of hydrochloric acid in
water; pipette.
Procedur
e
. Find out which rock is hard, medium or
soft; scratch each rock with fingernail and then with
sewing needle. With the pipette place one drop of acid
solution on each rock. If a bubbling occurs, it means that
the acid is affecting the rock.
CHART NO. 1
RECORD YOUR OBSEHVATIONS
Degree of Did Acid Did Acid
Hardness, Solution Solution
Name of Rock Medium - Soft Affect It Soak In
(Yes or No) (Yes or No) Color
Grranite
Limestone
Marb le
Sandstone
Slate
Mica Schist
10
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The experiment will show which rocks are affected by
acid*
Conclusion . Which of the rocks studied would be
most durable for building? Why?
Which of the rocks would be easiest to carve or cut?
Why?
Which of the rocks would be most affected by air and
weather? Why?
REFERMCES
Carpenter, and Wood - Our Environment, Its Relation to Us
,
Allyn and Bacon, New York 1946, pp. 69-102.
Smith, Victor C, Trafton, Gilbert H., Teeters, W.R.,
Exploring: Science *
. Lippincott, J.B. Company, New York 194S, pp. 266-287.
QUESTIONS FOR CONTINUED STUDY
1. ^ilQiere are rocks found?
2. Do rocks ever change in structure, form, or size?
3. What are some proof of this?
4. Name a region where changes in structure, form, or
size are taking place today.
6. What type of rock is foimed by the action of vol-
canoes?
6. What are fossils?
7. vVhat do fossils tell us?
8. How could fossils have been formed in rock which is
today many feet below the earth's surface?
9. How deep is the earth's crust?
10. Of what is the earth's crust composed?
11. V/hat is a geologist?
12. '/That advantage has granite as a paving stone?
13. Which stone is used most for carved statues? Why?
14. What may be one cause for lettering on old monuments
becoming blurred and unreadable?
T
REFERENCES
Smith, Trafton, Teeters, Exploring Science , J.B. Lippinco
Hew York 1942, pp. 266-267; 294-297.
World Book Encyclopedia , The Quarrie Corporation, Chicago
111., 1944, pp. 2080, 2732, 2898, 6455, 4282, 4284,
2290-91, 1012.
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III. lESSOU PLAN 3
Subject. How artificial rocks are made.
Teacher's Aim . To show how man's understanding,
knowledge has taught him nature's processes, which has
enabled him to produce substances like rock.
Materials Used . Small match box; tin can; pasteboard
box; smooth, flat stick; straight pin; three heaping
tablespoonsful of plaster of paris; l/4 cup of fresh dry-
powdered Portland Cement; l/2 cup of clean, dry sand; one
cup of very small pebbles; water.
Procedur e . Place the dry plaster of paris in tin can,
add water slowly, stirring the mixture quickly until it is
about as thick as oatmeal porridge. Pour the mixture
rapidly into match box, smoothing off the top with the flat
stick. Put aside. (Wash the plaster from can and stick,
immediately). Put the dry sand in the tin can and
thoroughly mix the Portland cement with the sand. Wet the
pebbles and mix them with the sand and cement, adding water
a little at a time until a thick paste is formed. The
mixture you have now is called concrete. Pack the mixture
into the pasteboard box, using the end of the stick to pack
it down well. Smooth the surface with the flat side of the
stick. Place aside for two or three days, moistening the
surface each day with some water. Before the lesson
period ends, remove the plaster block from the match box.
1 Ip..
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Scratch the siarface of the cement with the pin. Is the plas-
ter block soft or hard? After two or three days, reqiove the
pasteboard box from the concrete block. Scratch the surface
of the concrete again with a pin. Compare the hardness of
the concrete block with that of the plaster block©
Conclusion . What materials can man use to make rocks?
What advantage has concrete over plaster-of-paris ? What
quality do you discover about plaster-of-paris that makes
it suitable for surfacing walls Indoors, and for making
small statues and ornaments?
REFERENCES
Boyer, Clarl; et al. Experiences in General Science (Chicago,
Ill.:Lyons and Car nahan, 1945 ) , pp. 18-28.
iciUESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. How is concrete used in outdoor construction?
2. What advantage has concrete over bricks and natural
stone in building construction?
3. What is reinforced concrete?
4. For what is reinforced concrete used?
5. What is meant by ceramics?
6« What makes bricks turn red when they are baked?
7. What is mortar?
8. How is lime made?
9. What is pelroleum?
10. In what sort of rock formation is rock found?
11. Name two important fuel products that are made from
petroleum.
12. How was coal formed by nature?
13. \'fb£it is bituminous coal?
14. What is anthracite coal?
r
IV, LESSON PLAN 4
Subject. Finding Out How Man May Obtain Metals From
Rocks
e
Teacher's Aim * To allow pupils to make experiments to
discover the way in which man obtains some of his daily neec2s.
Materials Used . Hansen burner or alcohol lamp; test
tube; burette clamp to hold test tube; pinch of oxide of
mereiary
Procedure. Examine the oxide of mercury. What is the
appearance and color of mercury? Mercuric oxide and mercury
have different colors, i^oes oxide of mercury resemble a
metal? Place the oxide of mercury in the bottom of the test
tube. Cautiously heat the bottom of the test tube. Note
the change in the color of the oxide of mercury. Continue
heating more strongly.
Note. What begins to appear on the inside of the test
tube as the heating continues? What does this substance
resemble? Is the metal mercury? Usually metals do not
occur pure in nature. The metal often is united with other
substances from which it must be separated.
Conclusion
.
Explain what man sometimes has to do in
order to obtain metal from rock.

V. LESSON PLM 5
Subject , The formation of soil.
Teacher's Aim . To teach the different things that have
helped to maJce soil.
Materials Used . Reading glass; tumbler or beaker;
stirring rod or stick, vyater, pieces of quartz rock,
samples of soil, gravel, sand, clay, dry humus leaf mold.
Procedur
e
. Place samples of the soil and dry humus on
different pieces of paper. Label each sample. Rub each
sample between the fingers to feel the difference in the
size of particles. Also, note colors of each soil with
naked eye, and then with reading glass, examine gravel, sand,
and clay. Compare them with the piece of rock. Soil is
made up of tiny particles of pulverized rock and bits of
decayed plant and animal life. Leaves which have been shed,
animal waste, and dead plants and animals are attacked by
bacteria. They decay and form a material known as humus.
Humus is the organic matter of the soil. Examine some
humus. Note color, and notice materials which go to make up
humus that you discovered in the other samples of soil.
Put some humus in small amount of water in a jar and stir it.
Describe wiiat happens when you stop stirring. What settles
to the very bottom of the jar? The material that settles
is called sediment.
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This group of ohildren had a very interesting study of
these lessons on soil. We were near a lake and there was
a stream that ran into the lake. During spring rains this
stream over flowed and brought much sediment; at same time
a study of erosion was observed.
CHART UO. 2
RECORD Y0U3 OESEHVATIOHS
Mineral or Veg- Coarse, Pine
Kind of Soil Color etahle Compo- or
sit ion Medium
Grave
1
Sand
Clay
Humus
Conclusion . What are the chief materials found in forming
soil?
REFEREircES
Sellars, D.X., Longnecker, Eppler, Nature's Wonderland
,
The Southern Publishing Congpany, Dalls, Texas, 1938.
Pp. 175-181.
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VI. LESSOlf PLM 6
Subject . How does Nature Manufacture Soil?
Teacher ^ s Aim « That pupils** will learn nature's helpers
in the manufacture of soil.
Materials Used . Tin can with tight fitting cover;
large handful of limestone chips; carbon dioxide generator
containing some chips of marble; dilute hydrochloric acid,
tumbler or beeker half filled with limestone, water*
Procedure . Examine the limestone chip's edge. Are
the limestone chips edges sharp or rounded? Place chips in
a can filled almost full of water (3/4) put lid on ti^t
and shake vigorously five minutes. Uncover can and take
out chips. Then look to see what is at the bottom of the
can. Examine limestone edges again. Observe what happened
to the limestone chips. The worn particles which have
settled at the bottom of the can, caused by rubbing the
rocks together, are called soil. This breaking or scaling
is known as erosion. Take the stopper from the carbon
dioxide generator and pour some diluted hydrochloric acid
into the test tube containing the marble chips. Put
stopper back, place unattached end of rubber tube into the
tumbler or beaker of limestone. (Lime water is water
containing dissolved lime). What takes place in the lime
water? This form of material is soil. Its formation shows
a chemical method by which nature manufactures soil.
Iffo a Oil I
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Conclusion. Uame two ways soil is made.
REFERENCES
Carpenter, Harry F. & Wood, George C, Our Environment « Its
Relation to Us
,
Allyn and Eacon, New York 1946.
Pp. 105-117.

VII. LESSOIJ PLAN 7
Subject. How Soil Retains Water.
Teacher's Aim. To permit pupils to make an experiment,
finding out for themselves how soil retains water.
Materials Used : Platform halance with weights; large
ball; small ball; tumbler ar beaker of water and towel.
Procedure . Weigh balls first. Drop large ball into
water and take out immediately. Is water settled on the
surface of the ball or does it Soak in the ball? Shake off
extra water from large ball. Use the balance and find exact
weight of wet ball. Weigh large ball and record weight befor
you wet it. Weigh small ball and record weight. Wet the
small ball, drain off extra water, and weigh the wet small
ball. Compare the weight of the wet balls with the weight
of the dry balls to find out the amount of water held on the
surface of the pebbles.
CHART NO. 5
RECORD YOUR OBSERVATIQIIS
Dry Wet Weight
Balls Weight Weight of
Water
Large Balls
Small Balls
Conclusion . The balls represent large and small soil
'TO
particles. Did the large or small particles hold more
water? Describe this. (Idea - which samples, the large
ball or the small ball have the greater surface?)
Water travels through soil by capillary action, and by a
spreading of film water from particle to particle.
REFERENCES
Carpenter & Wood. Pp. 129-132.
\
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VIII. LESSON PLAN 8
Sul) jeot Which soil holds water best - Sand, Humus, or
Clay?
Teacher's Aim * For pupils to discover the soil which
holds water best, and which holds the least amount.
Materials Used . Three small flower pots; three anall
glasses, same size filled with water; place each flower pot
into a pan large enough to hold the water which will pass
through the pots; fill each pot equally, one with soil, one
pulverized clay, and one humus (leaf mold).
Procedur
e
. After filling each pot, pour slowly on
top of the soil the water; using one glass of equal amounts
of water on each pot of soil. Be sure to have something
underneath to catch the water as it runs out. After the
water stops dripping, pour water back into glasses from
which it came. Examine the glasses to find out which pot
of soil keeps the most water. Also, which keeps the least.
Conclusion. What kind of soil holds the largest amount
of water? What kind of soil holds the least amount of
water?
QUESTIONS FOR CONTINUED STUDY
1. What is soil water?
2. What is meant by organic soil? Inorganic Soil?
3. Name an inorganic soil.
4. In which soil will plants grow best?
6. What is meant by saying some soils are made of
sediments?
eiane :ov oI!l fXama said
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6. How have limestone caves been formed "by the
action of water?
7. What are stalagmites?
8. What are stalactites?
9. How have stalactites and stalagmites been fonned
by the action of water?
10 • Does a stream deposit more sediment when the current
is moving swiftly or slowly?
11. How have river valleys been formed?
12. Tell how earth worms help the farmer.
13. What becomes of the soil Doaterials carried by fast
currents of the river?
14. What is a river delta?
15. How are river deltas formed?
16. Explain how the following prevent soil from being
carried away by rain: Terraces, formation of sod,
planting trees and building dams.
17. Why is soil conservation needed?
18. What is life in the soil?
19. How do rocks serve men?
20. How does soil serve the world?
-ill — J f
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TEST
THE EARTH
Direction » Write in the parenthesis after each
question the letter (a), (b), (o), (d), or (e), for the
best answer.
1. What is eriosion? ( )
^ (a) The hardening of plaster; (b) Igneous rock;
(c) Clay sediments; (d) The wearing of exposed
parts of the earth.
2. What is humus? ( )
(a) Powdered rocks; (b) a mixture of sand and
clay; (c) Plant and animal remains mixed
with soil; (d) Soil consisting of fine grains
of broken rock.
\j 3. Ageologist is a person who studies the (a) animals;
(b) insects; (c) heavens; (e) the earth; (f) ge-
ography T )
4. Artificial rocks are made by. ...( )
(a) the increasing of air pressure; (b) burning
humus; (c) mixing sand and water; (d) mixing
concrete
.
'\ 6. The coarsest soil is called ( )
(a) clay; (b) loam; (c) gravel; (d) humus; (e) sand.
6. Rocks made by fire are called..... ( )
(a) igneous; (b) organic; (c) sedimentary;
(d) metamorphic.
7. How can mercury be obtained from red oxide of
mercury? ( )
(a) by washing the oxide with water; (b) by
exposure of air; fc) by dissolving in acid; (d) by
shaking in a test tube; (e) by heating.
\ 8. Which are the hardest mixtures? ...( )
(a) lime and mortar; (b) clay and water; (c) concrete
(d) plaster of paris paste.
9* Metals are obtained from rocks by ( )
(a) magnetism; (b) freezing; (c) moulding; (d) heat-
ipg*
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J 10* A sediment is a •( )
(a) a chemical; (b) powdered rock; (c) fine
particles settled in liquid; (d) acids dissolved
in water.
11. A delta is made by ( )
\j fa) fine particles which settled at river's mouth;
(b) heavy tornado; (c) volcanoes; (d) machines.
12. Erosion results in which of the following. . • ( )
(a) crop rotation; (b) deltas; (c) limestone caves
(d) gorges and canyons; (e) the wearing away of
rocks and soil.
13. Rocks formed in layers under water are known
as ( )
^ (a) fire made; (b) igneous; (c) stratified;
(d) metamorphis; (e) reheated.
14. Sediment is carried when water is ( )
fa) clay and sand; fb) increased in following;
fc) passing through river valleys; fd) flowing;
fe) stagnant.
15
• A mixture of cement, pebbles, and sand mixed with
water forms f )
fa) clay; fb) plaster of paris; fc) concrete;
fd) granite; fe) sandstone.

CHAPTER III.
III. FIUDIIJG THE STARS: PICTURES IB THE SICY
INTRODUCTIOIT
Have you ever watched the starry sky and wondered
about it? I am sure there is not a child who hasn't done
this. We are told that stars are of different sizes, colors,
and thousands of miles away. Further, some are very hot;
and many stars have names.
Thoussinds of years ago shepherds spent nights on the
hillside with their sheep watching the constellations in
the sky; Indians and merchants saw them, too.
Would you, too, like to know some constellations,
their names, and trace their locations? Would you like to
read the stories told by the Indians and Greeks?
This is one of the earliest beginnings of science,
known as astronomy. Men noticed the rising and setting of
the sun, changes of the moon, the positions of stars. Let
us observe and try to learn something about the pictures
in the sky.
STARS IN THE WIUTER SJOf
During the winter months, on a cloudless dark night
we can see thousands and thousands of stars in the sky.
We shall not try to name them all, but will learn a few
of the stars that live in groups. These groups are known
as constellations. This study will be interesting and
(48)
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the sky more beautiful.
! LESSON PIAN 1
Subject > Finding the North Star.
Materials Used : Sky, clear dark night, clock, view
free from trees or any obstruction.
Procedure About 8 o* clock on a clear night, looking
northward for a group of stars shaped like a dipper.
Pour stars shaping a bowl and three stars shaping the handle
will be the Great Dipper.
r%
Draw the Great Dipper and North Star as you see it.
Show distance of the seven stars from one another, and the
position in wMch the Dipper looks in the sky. The outer
stars forming the bowl of the Dipper are known as the
pointers. Make believe a line is drawn from the two stars
in front of the dipper, this line would point to a faint
star. This star is known as Polaris or Ilorth Star.
Note. Time of observation; notice Dipper in spring
and summer.
Conclusion. Does the Great Dipper assist in finding
the North Star?
Spring, - Dipper is almost overhead at 9 o'clock in
the night
.
Summer, - Dipper is in northwest sky, the earth has
moved around the sun; the constellations move westward in
the Sisy. So, you see in different seasons, the constel-
lations "Dipper" are seen in different places.
Something to do . Make a conpass of yourself, by
stretching out arras, face to north, right hand to east;
left hand to west; back of head to south. Remember this
and you can always find your way at night. locate north
star. Find out how scientists study the stars. Collect
pictures of telescopes and other instruments that they use.
J I. '.
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II. LESSON PLAIJ 2
Subject. Let's Find Orion.
Teacher's Aim. To help pupil find and recognize the
stars.
Materials Used. Sky, clear ni^^ht, free of hinderances
as trees, electric lights, etc.
Procedure. Locate Great Dipper and North Star;
opposite the Great Dipper you will see five stars arranged
in form of a, "W, " upside down. This group of stars is
called Cassiopeia. Draw the stars called Cassiopeia on
your star map. On northern side of your map, write North-
ern Sky. Turn your paper around so that these words are
at the bottom. Move so that you face towards the south.
High in the southeastern sky you will see three stars in
a row, enclosed diagonally in a large oblong. Each corner
of the oblong is marked by a brighter star. This grot?) is
the "Orion." When you have found this group of stars,
bend backward until you see the Great Dipper. Notice their
relation to each other. Draw this group of stars in
relation to the Great Dipper and Cassiopeia. Near the top
edge of paper, opposite "Northarn Sky," write: Southern Sky.
Write correct name of each star group.
Conclusion. Name the three star groups you have
observed. Find the dog star. What star lies between the
Great Dipper and the Cassiopeia? What constellations do
Boston Unfvor-*ry
School of Educa£i«n
Tliw I
no lvi
you observe in the winter sky?
REPEREJSCES
Craig, Gerald S,, Solence for The Elementary School Teacher
,
Ginn and Conrpany, 1940. Pp. 59-64.
Frasier, Dolman, and Others, The How and Why Cluh , The L.W.
Chicago, 1939. Pp. 176-T50l
Smith, Trafton, Explorin/? Science . J.B. Lippincott Company,
Phi lade ]p hia, 1942. Pp. 169- 194
.
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QUESTIONS FOR GOlJTimJED STU])Y
!• Why did they name the star in the north, North Star?
E« Is the North Star important to hunters, explorers,
and mariners? Explain.
3. How can hunters and carnpers use the "Great Dipper"?
Explain.
4. Find out what name is given to a group of stars
like the Dipper.
5. How are the stars like the Sun?
6. What is the meaning of telescope, astronomer,
constellation?
7. Why do stars appear smaller than the sun?
8. How did the group like "Orion and Cassiopeia,"
get their names?
9. Do stars really have anything to do with one's
fate or destiny?
REFERENCES
ton's •'^iotured Encyclopedia
, F.E. Compton & Co.,
Chicago, 111., 1944. Vol. ZIII-S, pp. 272-276;
Vol. I-A, pp. 341-351.
rG
THE MOVING PICTURES OF TBE SKY
Of all the stars in the sky, the sun is the nearest
the earth. Hunters and woodsmen tell the time of day by the
position of the sun.
Do you know how far the light which comes from the sun
travels before it reaches the earth? It has come almost
93,000,000 miles. The sun lights and warms the earth.
Without sun, nothing could grow. People, plants, and
animals would die without sun. Water would freeze and
there could be none to drink.
Why do we have different time in different places?
The earth revolves around the sun, and the moon revolves
around the earth. Sometimes the moon hides from the earth.
We call this an eclipse of the sun. When the moon is in
the earth's shadow, there is an eclipse of the moon.
look on your G§.endar. It will give you the dates of the
new moon, first quarter, etc. Do you believe the moon
really changes its form?
901
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III. LESSOlf PIAU 3
Sut jeot , How people meaaared time before the clock
was invented*
Teacher's Aim » To explain the method used for
measuring time before the invention of clocks.
Materials Used . School-room; window shade; sunshine
day; hour, IE o'clock.
Procedure . Let the sunshine through your school-room
window, and at noon there will be a shadow line on the
floor, the shadow of the edge of the window. We will call
this line North and South, - south toward the sun in our
country, and north away from the sun. Take a piece of chalk
and mark this North-South line on the floor. Watch the
shadow creep across the floor. At 1 o'clock, mark the
shadow line; at E o'clock, mark the shadow line. This is
one of the ways by which people told time before clocks
and watches were invented. Such a measure of time is called
sun-dial.
Conclusion * Did the shadow move? If so, which way?
Stand with your back toward the sun at noon. Your face
points to the north; your right hands outstretched point
toward the east. Your left hand points toward the west.
Find the northern direction from your school-house; west;
east; south. You have demonstrated the method of telling
time by sun-dial and finding directions, north, east, south
and west.
'xlSO
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QUESTIONS FOR CONTINUED STUUY
1. Does sun really rise, move across the heavens, and
set?
2. How many motions has the earth?
3. What determines the length of the year?
4. 'JVhat determines the number of hours of daylight and
darkness for each day?
5. Does the sun cast a shadow directly north or
south? When?
6. Have you noticed the time of day the shadows are
shortest? When?
7. Does sun ever shine ftom the North in any one of
the forty-eight states?
8. Look at your almanac; find out on what date we have
the longest period of daylight, and shortest
period of darkness; shortest period of daylight
and longest period of darkness*
9. What dates are the periods of daylight and darkness
equal?
10* Name some other methods of telling time.
c
IV. LESSON PLM 4
Sut) jeo
t
. How eclipses occur.
Teacher 's Aim . To supervise a demonstration showing
the solar and lunar eclipses.
Materials Used . A story read, "The Sun, the Moon,
and the Earth." Afterwards, a darkened room, flashlight,
two halls, or a hall and glohe.
Procedure . Demonstrating solar and lunar eclipses.
If one ball is painted with aluminum paint, the demon-
stration will he seen better. The flashlight represents
the sun; globe, the earth; ball, the moon. Darkened room;
place the globe on table in center of room clear of all
obstacles; place flashlight at other end of table held
firmly by clamp and iron support. Don't forget to ha-v©
spaces cleared. Class seated outside of cleared space.
Turn on flashlight. Hold "Moon" (ball) between the "Earth"
(globe) and the "Sun* (flashlight). Uotice that whenever
the "Moon" ball gets directly between the "Earth" (globe
or ball) and the "Sun" (flashlight), it throws a shadow
on the earth. This is an eclipse of the sun or solar
edlipse. When the "Earth" (globe or ball) gets between
the "Moon" (ball) and the "Sun" (flashlight), it throws a
shadow on the earth. This is axi eclipse of the sun, or a
lunar eclipse.
What bodies did cast the shadows?
.Co
What happens from each shadow?
You have seen and learned \nftiat happens during an
eclipse of the moon and sun.
Conclusion * Explain or make sketches showing the
position of the moon eclipse and sun eclipse.
REFEHENGES
Frasier, Dolman, and Others, The How and Why Club
.
The L.W,
Singer Company, Syracuse, U.Y., 1939. Pp. 204-211.
•

V, LESSON PLM 5
Subject » Why day and night?
Teacher '3 Aim * To demonstrate the cause of day and
night
•
Materials Used * Darlc room; glote; flashlight; clamp
and iron support to hold flashlight; electric bulb or
candle to represent the sun; tack or pin, paper or cloth;
modeling clay. Keep just one learning element before
children. If questions are worthy of study, write them
down for future study.
Procedure . Place globe (earth) so that it will be
lighted clearly by the light. Find your country, continent
or city on the globe. Place clay at this point and with
the tack or pin, place cloth on the city making a flag,
(small) so all can see. Stand back of the globe with
thumb tack tcward you and the light (sun) to your right.
Turn globe from left to right until your city or country
just appears in the light. This is sunrise. Notice the
position of the sun in relation to your home town. Turn
globe slowly from left to right, bringing the thumb tack
(city) in center of lighted space. This is the moon.
Again, notice the position of the sun in relation to your
city. Now, turn in same direction, slowly, the thumb tack
(city) at the edge of the lighted part of the globe.
Notice the position of sun in relation to your city.
.'fc. 9r(-:t no rf.toio eo' ,
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Again, turn the globe in same direction, slowly. What
part of day do you have then?
Conclu 3ion . Tell why the earth has day and night.
How does the sun mark the time?
Rotating of the earth causes
It takes the earth to rotate once on it s axis.
From the North Pole the earth rotates in a manner.
Stars cannot he seen in daytime because
Li ^> as 0
VI. LESSOU PLAN 6
SuTj
.1 ect . Why do we say, "The Moon Changes?"
Teaober 's Aim * To demonstrate why the moon pictures
seem to te different at certain times of the month.
Materials Used . A large tall, for the moon; electric
light, or flashlight, for the sun.
Procedure. Let a child hold the ball (moon) out at
arm's length toward the light. Then the "ball, as he sees
it will be dark. As he turns slowly or the moon moves
around the earth, its shape seems to change. As the child
turns slowly, we only see the part of the moon that is
lighted. This is the new moon. When he turns a little
more, the lighted part of the ball will grow larger. This
will soon be first quarter. When the light strikes all of
one side of the ball, it is full moon. As he continues to
move, slowly, the lighted part of the ball gets smaller,
and finally does not show at all. Then we have the new
moon again. The different shapes of the lighted part of
the moon, which you have seen are called phases.
Gonolus ion . Explain why the lighted part of the moon
seems to change its form. Moon revolves about the earth;
because of the earth's rotation, the moon seems to rise and
set. The moon keeps the same side turned toward the earth.
The moon rotates in the same time in which it revolves.
The moon is nearer to the earth than the sun. Do not allow

moon, earth, and sun in same straight line, only when
demonstrating an eclipse.
Moon between earth and sun, - New Moon»
REFEBSNCES
Blough, Glenn 0. Brink, and Others, Elementary Science ,
For All Grades , F.A. Owens Publishing Company,
DansviHe, U.Y., 1956. Pp. 50-51.
Craig, Gerald S., Science For The Elementary School Teacher ,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Pp. 73-76.
QUEST 10 J)IS FOR COIJTIUUED 3'WDY
1. Is the earth a planet or star?
£. How can you tell a planet from a star?
3. \7hat are planets?
4. Does the moon travel around the earth or around
t he sun?
5. Does the sun revolve around the earth or earth
around the sun?
6. What planets are most noticeable as evening stars?
Answer : Mercury, Venus.
7. Do w e ever see both sides of the moon?
8. If the moon does not change its shape to what
fact are the apprent changes due?
9. Are the points of the new moon turned away from
the sun? Explain.
10. How long does it take one moon to pass from new
moon to new moon?
Answer : 29 l/2 days.
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THE SUN'S RAYS
We are told that light travels in a straight line,
and has the greatest speed ever measured.
Once, two boys visited the State's Pair. They saw
big lamps with huge turning reflectors. On their way home
an argument started about seeing in the dark. One said,
"Cats, dogs, and owls see in the dark." Said the other,
"There's only one way to settle the argument; let us try
and e 3g) er iment .
"
Expoiments are used to prove and find answers to
questions.
I remember in 1940 an esqperiment in the cave at
Carlsbad, New Mexico. Every light was turned out and there
it was said the only place where perfect darkness was ever
exhibited. No one spoke for several minutes. Not one
person could see, or saw, one thing. I am now understanding
the experiment I had for I had never been in perfect dark-
ness before.
No matter what object is seen, light from that object
is reflected to our eyes. Let us try and experiment to
learn something about "The Sun's Rays."
I
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VII. LESSON PLM 7
Subject « Discovering the path light rays travel
from the sun.
Materials Used . Room with one v/indow; hlack window
shade; hlackhoard, eraser containing chalk dust; thumb
tacks; cardboard to fit window
•
Procedure. Gut a small hole in the center of the
cardboard, place over window pane, and fasten with thumb
tacks to window sash. Remember to keep out all the light,
except through the smoothly cut hole in the cardboard which
is about an inch circle. Have room as dark as you can
make it. Clap the erasers together near the light, and you
will then see the shape and direction of the sun beam
clearly. (You see the chalk dust in a straight line from
the hole to a spot on the table). Draw the sun beam as
you saw it.
Take a small hand mjbror, place it face up on the spot
of light wherever it is. The light will seem to bounce
from the mirror as dust from the chalk erasers begins to
settle. Slap the chalk erasers again. You will see two
beams, clearly. Catch upward beam on mirror, and direct
it into one*s eye while their back is toward the hole in
cardboard which was placed over window. The pupil will
see the hole in the cardboard placed over the window,
'/fhat happened? Answer : The light strikes the mirror first.
/

then boimoes into one's eyes or in other words, the mirror
reflects the light.
Conclusion . Do light rays travel in curved or
straight lines? If you look into a mirror, how does the
light travel from the top of your head into your eyes?
REFERENCES
Know, Warren; Stone; George; and Others, The Wonderworld
of Science , Book IV, Charles Scrihner's Sons, N.Y.,
1946. Pp. 103-111; 120-1S7.
r<
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QUESTIONS FOR CONTINUED STUDY
1. What names are given to the sky pictures that give light?
2. Which travels faster, sound or light?
3. How long will it take light to reach us from the san whicii
is 93,000,000 miles away?
Answer : Eight minutes; light travels 186,000 miles a
second
•
4. Do light rays ever hring us heat? Answer: Yes.
5. Topics for further study:
Candles Caves Mirrors
Caves Fireflies Northern Lights
Colors Gas Lamps Owls
Exit lights Kerosene Lenses
Lighthouses Lightships Whale Oil
Periscopes Reflectors Searchlights
Signal lights Volcanoes
6. Substances which light penetrates easily are known
as Answer : Transparent.
Those which light does not penetrate easily
are Answer : Reflected.
Give examples of each"! Answer : Transparent glass;
opaque - brick;
reflector - mirror.
7. Give an illustration of a body that gives out light of
itself Answer: Stars, sun.
8. Give an illustration of a body giving out light that
comes from another source.
9. How loi^ does it take light to reach us from the moon,
240,000 miles away? Answer : Less than two seconds;
travels 186,000 miles per second.
10. How long will it take light to go once around the earth
at the equator?
H. Can the sun's energy be utilized as a fuel?
12. Does the sun's energy effect our weather or climate?
REFERENCES
Craig, Gerald S., Science For The Elementary School Teacher
,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Chapter ZXI.
c*
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VIU lESSOJJ PLM 8
Subject » White light contains many colors,
Teacher*s Aim . To demonstrate that "Rays of Sunlight"
can be broken up into several colors.
Materials used . Secure a prism (from a scientific
supply house, or toy store; sunshine day.
Procedure . Hold the prism in the sunlight, or with
one of the flat sides toward the sun. What do you see
after the sunlight has penetrated the prism and shown on
the paper? Name the colors you see in order. Do you see
seven colors? If there is no sunlight, the color effect
can be seen by holding the prism close to the eye, and
viewing some brightly lighted object, such as a building,
through the prism. Turn the prism slowly until the object
seen has the colored band around it.
Conclusion . What are the real colors in white
sunlight?
REFERENCES
Craig, Gerald S., Science for the Elementary School Teacher
,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Pp. 498-601.
0^
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IX. LESSON PLAH 9
Subject . What objects give off light when heated?
Teacher's Aim * To allow pupil to demonstrate showing
objects that will produce light when heated.
Procedure . Heat nail to glowing in a flame and carry
it into a dark room. Note the light it gives.
Cone lusion . Did the nail seem to give light from the
heat received from the flame?
/
X. LESSON PIAH 10
Subjecjt. The energy of sunlight.
Teacher ' s Aim . To prove the energy of sunlight.
Materials Used . Match and reading glass.
Procedure. Hold reading glass in sunlight, continue
moving glass until sun*s rays are focused to a point
(passing through to a point) upon your hand, then test
reading glass for heat. Did the glass seem heated by the
sun's rays passi2:ig through it? Do you feel the heat?
Hold the reading glass for a few seconds so the
sun's rays are focused on the head of a match. Note what
happens. Does reading glass 6eem t o have obtained heat
from the sun's rays passing through it?
Conclusi on . Does sunlight produce energy? What
happened in this experiment to prove this?
SOMETHING TO TRY
1. Make a Sim dial. Set it upon your lawn and learn to tell
time by it.
2. Is there really a "Man in the Moon?" look at the moon
through a telescope or a pair of opera glasses. Tell
the class what you see.
3. Make a color wheel; cut out circles of differenii colored
paper (construction paper) red, green, etc. Mount them
on the free end of a small motor shaft; start the motor;
vary the combinations of the colored disks and study
the effect.

QUEST lOUS FOR COIJTOTED STUDY
1. What takes place in the glass prism vvhen the rainbow is
formed? Explain.
2. Do objects really have colors in themselves?
3. What objects reflect light? Explain.
4. Which substance will change light rays to heat rays;
those that absorb ligl^t or those that do not?
5. What is a rainbow?
6. What is the advantage of wearing light-colored fabrics
in siunmer, and dark-colored fabrics in winter?
7. Does a black substance reflect light?
8. Why do the nurserymen build their greenhouses of glass?
REFERENCES
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
.
Vol. R-46; L-129; S-328;
H-26 2. F.E. Compton Conipany , 1944.

TEST
THE STARS - PICTURES IN THE SEY
Dlreotions . Pick the test of the answers given and
write in the parenthesis after each question, the letter
A, B, etc., for the test answer.
1. What name is given to a group of stars such as the
Great Dipper? ( )
(a) Milky way; (b) solar system; (c) zodiac; (d) galaxy;
(e) constellation.
2. About what do the heavenly bodies seem to revolve?
( )
(a) the planets; (b) the sun; (c) the pointers;
(d) the North Star; (e) the stars of the first magnitude.
3. What heavenly body seems to be in the same place all
the time?*... ( )
(a) the moon; (b) the north star; (c) the earth;
(d) any planet; (e) the sun.
4. To what do the "Pointers" point? ( )
(a) Orion; (b) Big Dipper; (c) North Star; (d) Taurus;
( e ) Sun
.
5. In what group of constellations are the "Pointers"
located? ( )
(a) Taurus; (b) Orion; (c) The Big Dipper; (d) The
Planets; (e) Milky Way.
6. The sun is called a ( )
(a) large planet; (b) constellation; (c) Orion;
(d) Star; (e) Cassiopeia.
7. Astronomy and astrology are alike because they...( )
(a) Both try to tell the future of people; fb) Both
teach the physical structure of animals; fc) Both are
studies of pictures in the sky; (d) Both make use of
the telescopes, spectroscopes; and cameras; (e) Both
believe the pointers point to the North Star.
e. When do we have an eclipse of the moon? ( )
(a) last quarter; (b) first quarter; (c) dark of the
moon; (d) full moon; (e) when clouds shadow the moon.
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TEST
(Continued)
9. When do we have an eclipse of the sun? ( )
(a) when the clouds shadow the sun; (h) last quarter;
(c) full moon; (d) dark of the moon; (e) first quarter.
10. At noon in what direction will your shadow point?.. ( )
(a) southwest; (h) south; (c) northwest; (d) north;
(e) southeast.
11. The eclipse of the moon is caused by ( )
(a) the shadow of the moon; (h) the dark side of the
moon coming "between the sun and the earth: (c) the
earth's throwing a shadow on the moon; (di a cloud
coming over the sun; (e) the moon passing too low.
12. The eclipse of the sun is caused hy.. ( )
(a) the shadow of the earth; it) the passing of the
moon between the earth and the sun; (c) Moon's orbit
around the earth makes an angle with the earth's orbit
around the sun; (d) the shadow of the moon; (e) the
passing of a dark cloud over the sun.
13. Rays of light travel in ( )
(a) lines curved toward the earth; (b) lines curved
toward the heavens; (c) concave directions; (d) nearly
straight lines; (e) lines curved to follow the surface
of the sun.
14. The rainbow has seven colors, - place the numbers 1,2,3,
4,5,6, and 7 after each of the color names to make
known the order in which the colors appear in a rainbow.
Red ( ) Orange ( ) Blue ( )
Indigo. •.( ) Green ( ) Yellow ( )
Violet ( )
15. Light produces heat • ( )
(a) when held by some dark body; (b) when it is reflected
(c) when passing through transparent body; (d) wdien it
is brought to a point; (e) when passing through a prism.
16. Automobiles closed and parked in the sun have warmer air
inside than air outside. Why? ( )
(a) heat from rays of sun is absorbed; windows closed
retain the heat; (b) the automobile reflects the sun's
rays; (c) the glass in the automobile acts as a lens to
bring the sun's rays to a point; (d) the automobile
contains materials which draw and retain heat; (e) the
automobile holds the heat radiated from the motor.
!I
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TEST
( Cont inued
)
17. Which of the following is a proof that the earth is
round or a sphere? ( )
(a) navigator circumnavigated the earth; (h) the
shadow on the moon is a round disk; (c) the earth rotates
on its axis; (d) because one can travel around the earth
starting at one point and returning; (e) because objects
disappear in the distance.
18. Why are hothouses washed in summer? ( )
(a) to reflect the rays of sunlight and lower the
temperature; (b) to kill germs; ( c ) to protect the glass;
(d) to prevent insects from injurying the plants;
(e) because it gives an appearance of cleanliness.
19. Which is hottest if exposed to sunlight? ( )
fa) lens; (b) black cloth; (c) mirror; (d) clear flat
glass; fe) white cloth.
20. Why is v*iite clothing preferred in STzmmer? ( )
(a) because white is lighter than dark cloth; (b) white
reflects the rays of sunlight; (c) white absorbs the
rays of sunlight; (d) white acts as a reflector; (e) dark
cloth acts as lenses to bring the sun's rays to a point.
A,

CHAPTER IV,
IV, PLANTS: HOW PLANTS THRIVE
INTRODUCTION
Things we can do scientifically in the schoolroom. Tell
me what science is? Describe the work of a scientist. As
beginners in science what should we study? We must think of
science as a way of teaching people to think, to reason, to
observe carefully and to learn. The child learns to experi-
ment and eventually he may find answers to his questions.
He can study and learn to understand the world and the things
in it that are all about him. The study of science should be
correlated with other subjects. It is suggested that the
reading period would offer excellent opportunity in which
to carry on experiments in science*
My aim as a teacher, in building lesson plans in science
is to help to develop learning attitudes, to motivate interest
and to help pupils to gain a knpwledge of science to be used
in solving problems that will arise in their daily lives,
as well as to provide experiences to aid in directing the
behavior of each individual child toward good,
I have been fortunate in being in a school which was
located beside a natural lake, and a park that contained much
science material to be used by the pupils after motivation
of interest was established,an interest that spread through
the school.
Elementary school boys and girls learn by seeimg, Theycaa
(74)
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hear, see, smell, taste and fell common objects atout them.
For years men grew peanuts, used them as food for
animals, and ate them, but finally G«W« Carver came along,
a clear thinker, interested in practical values of scientific
knowledge for everyday living. In this he was like Thomas
Edison, and luther Burbank. He devoted his entire life to
exploring the resources of the peanut, the sweet potato,
the soy bean, native clays, and woods.
I feel these "Lesson Plans** should guide to many
wonders, and much delight in giving answers to puzzling
questions of many years.
Edison experimented to learn* Boys and girls of
today will become more interested, and learning more
efficient in this atomic age, through the study of
elementary science.
c«
I
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I. lESSON PIAN 1
Subject. What do seeds contain?
Teacher's Aim * To prepare a demonstration to show
what the seed contains to cause growth.
Materials Used * Dried lima bean, soaked lima bean,
knife.
Procedure . Examine bean for size and softness. Look
at the dried and soaked bean and record the scar where seed
fastens to the bean pod. On one side is a slight swelling
in a tiny opening. Water enters the opening. Do you know
why water must enter the seed? Let pupil use knife, slit
the skin along the edge of the soaked seed and remove the
coat. Handle with care so the halves will remain whole.
Examine the wet seed coat carefully. Note : How the seed
coat fits and feels. How seeds store food. Purpose of
the seed coat. What are cotyledons? (two halves contain
stored food) Where is plumule located? (two young leaves)
What is the radicle? (root)
Conclusion . Draw seed gmd label parts.
c
r
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II. LESSOIJ PLAN 2
Sut
.1 eot . How seeds change into plant.
Teacher's Aim . To demonstrate how seeds grow into
plant s.
Materials used . Get a tall tumbler; strip of blotting
paper, 1 i/e inches wide and long enough to cover the inside
of the glass; three soaked lima beans; enough bulb fiber to
fill the tumbler.
Procedure . Fit the blotter inside the glass, and
plant the beans between blotter aM glass. Pill the space
under and inside the blotting paper with moistened bulb
fiber. Place the tumbler in a warm part of the room and keep
the bulb fiber moist, not wet. Examine the growing beans
each day until the cotyledons open.
Not
e
. What happens to the seed coat? The cotyledons?
The radicle? The plumule? After the plumule has grown out
from the cotyledons, cut the cotyledons from one plant.
Compare the fkiture development of this plant with the growth
of the others.
Cone lusion . Name two conditions necessary for seeds
to grow into plants.
REFERENCES
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
,
B. Vol. II, pp. 65-66;
P. Vol. XI, pp. E34-E45. Published by F.E. Compton
and Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1944.
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QUESTIONS FOR COKTIinJED STUDY
1. IVhy does a seed need to absorb water before it can begin
to grow?
2. For what purpose do plants form seeds?
3. IIow can plants be grown by planting a part of them other
than the seed? I'Jame watering plants grown indoors this way.
4. When seeds are not used to start plants, what part is
planted?
5. 1/Vhat can one do to determine the life of a seed?
6. 2fame six parts of a green plant.
7. What does the seed contain?
8. Plants need four things to thrive. Name them.
9. Plants grow under different environments. Name one that
thrives in water, dry soil, shady places, and not
green plants.
, t ' t
III. LESSON PLAN 3
Subject Finding oat why plant roots grow downward.
Teacher 's Aim . To show why plant roots grow down
into the, so il.
Materials Used . Two small saucers; two thicknesses
of blotting paper, cut to fit the bottom of one dish;
eight or ten soaked mustard, turnip, or radish seeds; tall
tiimbler.
Procedure . Pit blotting paper into one dish and
moisten it with water. Sprinkle the soaked seeds over the
paper and cover by turning the other saucer upsidedown over
it. Place this in a warm room until the seeds begin to
sprout. Do no t have extra water in dish or the seeds will
not grow. Examine the long main root (taproot) of a
sprouted seed. Along the sides, fine hairlike roots which
are beginnimg to branch from the taproot.
Note . Do these root hairs grow along the whole
taproot or on just part of it? Do the root hairs grow in
all directions, or in one direction? Examine root system
of the growing bean plant. How are the roots able to
fasten or to anchor the plant in the soil by the way they
grow? Cut off one of the bean plants close to the root
and push the stem into the moist bulb fiber in the center
of the tumbler. What happens to the plant in a short time?
Conclusion . What two functions do plant roots serve
c< i A.J i-'
•
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by growing down into the soil? What food substances are
taJcen from the soil by the roots? What is the work of the
hairlike roots growing on side of the taproot?
IV. LESSON PLM 4
Subject. The work of the stem.
Teacher's Aim . To show why plants need stems.
Materials used . Stalk of celery containing leaves;
tumbler; water colored with red ink; sharp knife.
Procedure . Pour about one half inch of the colored
water into the tumbler. With the knife, cut a two-inch
piece from the celery stalk, llote the color of the stalk.
Place the cut piece of stalk on end in the tumbler.
Uote . What changes take place within thirty minutes?
Cut a celery stalk one inch below the leaves. Set the leafy
part into colored water, to be examined the next day. What
changes do you see within the tiny veins near the edges of
the leaves? Water and other liquids creep up tiny hairlike
tubes, such as those found in plant stems and leaf veins.
Although the celery stalk is not a true stem, liquid rises
in the celery stalk as if it were a stem.
Conclusion * What does this demonstration show about
the work of the stem?
?ctoo (10 "^l
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V. LESSOII PLM 5
Sub .lect
.
Discovering how plants make food.
Teacher *s Aim. To discover by experiment how plants
make food.
Materials Used . Potted plant, a geranium; two 3/4
inch square pieces of cardboard; paper clip; l/4 teaspoctnful
of cornstarch; beaker half full of denatured alcohol;
dilute iodine solution; test tube; beaker; hot water.
Procedure . Select a large healthy leaf, do no t pull
leaf from plant. Fasten the square cardboard on it, front
and back. Put the plant in strong sujilight. The second day
pluck leaf from plant and remove squares. Examine leaf.
Note . Is there any change in the part of the leaf
that was covered by the squares of cardboard. Soak leaf in
hot water for a few minutes and then in alcohol for a day
or so until thB color is removed. V/ash the leaf in warm
water. Examine it. Tell how the spot that was covered by
the squares differ from the rest of the leaf. Make starch
solut ion by a dding the starch, moistened with cold water,
to the test tube 3/4 filled with hot water. After this
mixture cools somewhat, pour in a few drops of the dilate
iodine solution. When iodine solution is used with a starch
solution what color does the starch change? Put the leaf in
the iodine solution for a few minutes. Place the leaf on a
blotter. Tell what happened. What part of the leaf changed
r
color? What part of the leaf did not change color?
Conclusion . When do plants make starch? What part
of the plant makes starch?
REFERENCES
Arey, Charles K,, Science Experiences for Elementary Schools ,
Bureau of Putlications Teachers College, Columbia
University, Hew York, 194E . Pp. 1-16.
QUEaPIOlIS FOR COUTIUUED STUDY
1. How do roots (particularly tree roots) help in storing up
our water supply?
2. Many plant roots are used hy mn. Uame some.
3. Many plant stems are composed of very stiff, woody
material. What does this enable the stem to do for the
leaves and flowers?
4. Many plants use stems as climbers or dingers to hold them
up. Name some.
6. How can a tree lift water to the highest leaves.
6. What are the only conditions necessary for plants to
manufacture food materials?
7. Suppose there were no green plants, how would this affect
the animal life?
8. What raw materials are used in manufacturing a plant?.
9. What are the products manufactured by the plant?
10. What are the tools used in the manufacturing of plants?
REFERENCES
Knox, Warre; Stone, G.; and Others, The Wonderful World of
Science
.
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1946. Pp. 7-32.

VI. LESSOlf PLAU 6
Subject . Learning the parts of a flower.
Teacher ' s Aim . Every child may learn, recognize,
and Imow the parts of a flower. Know name of flowers in his
surroundings. How they grow. Different varities.
Materials Used . A large flower blossom, morning
glory, rose and needle.
Pro cedure . LoOiC at flower outside and inside. Can
you name any parts of the flower? The teacher will help the
pupil in learning the parts of the flower.
Note . What part of the flower do you know? With
care, remove a few petals and take a side view of the
blossom. Use the needle to try to expose the swollen lower
end of the pistil which contains the ovules. Brush the end
of the stamens with needle to see if you can find any pollen
grains. Gan you tell how large the pollen grains are?
Conclusion . Draw a flower. Mark the peteLs, pistils,
pollen, stamen, ovules, and sepals. Write name of your
flower *
r
VII. LESSOH PLM 7
Subject . Searching for common wild flowers.
Teacher's Aim . To promote careful observation of
common plants; to classify by likeness; to identify through
ident ificaticn of their leaves, flowers, and seeds.
Materials Used . Select common wild flowers in your
community; colored pictures or real living plants of
dandelion, sunflowers, buttercup, daisy, thistle, goldenrod,
milkweed, mullein, wild morning glory, black-eyed susan,
and many others.
Procedure . Look at the material you have selected,
carefully noting, the oolor, shape, size, form of leaves,
and where plant was found or grovm. Provide opportunity
for window garden. Growing plants will furnish materials
for charts to show classification, identification, and life
cycles of plants.
Conclusion . Things you will want to remember to
help you know the common wild flowers.
f - ' f
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CHARD NO. 4
THINGS TO REMMBER
Name of Color of Shape of Height of Where
Flower Flower Leaves Plant Grown
Why do we have state flowers?
How can we help save the wild flower?
Make a poster of your favorite flower with designs and
sentiments for flower protection.
Make a list of plants common to your community.
REF5RENCES
The World Book Encyclopedia , Vol. F-6, The Quarrie Corporation,
Chicago, Illinois, 1947. Pp. S6E3-2657.
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QUEarioiJs FOR coimrjsD sTuiar
1. Why does a plant produce flowers?
2» If seeds are used for reproduction of plants, must the
pollen fall and what must it then do?
3. How do insects help plants to form seeds?
4. All flowers do not need insects to aid them to pet pollen
to the right place.
What method do these flowers use?
5. Discuss what men do with plants.
RSPEREUCSS
Compton's. Pp, 234-245.

TEST
HOW PLAHPS GROW „ w^^
Draw a line undor the right answer.
£, The cotyledon makes the seed; (h) furnishes food; (o)
grows into a root; (d) grows into steins and leaircs; (e)
protects plant from animals and insoots.
3. The radicle is sometimes called, (a) food leaves: (h)
cotyledon; (c) embryo plant; (dj embryo leaves; (e)
embryo root.
4. The plumule is, (a) the cotyledon; (b) embryo plant;
(e) embryo leaves; (d) food leaves; (e) embryo root.
5. flfhat food substance is made in the leaves of green plants?
(a) carbon; (b) starch; (o) alcohol; (d) mineral; (e)
iodine.
6. V.Tiat substance will disoolve taie green coloring matter
of plants? (a) alcohol; (b) iodine; (c) oxygen; fd)
carbon dioxide; (e) water.
7. How can you tell when a substance contains starch?
^^) substance becomes soft after boiling; (b) alcohol
produces a green color; (c) liriie 'water becomes cloudy;
(d) iodine will produce a blue color.
8. Draw three tree leaves and label.
9. Have pictures of wild flowers. Have pupil write the
name of e ach flower
.

(Continued)
10. Below are six parts of a flower.
Place "w3" after names of thoae parts which are provided
in the seed itself; place "R" after the names of partB
required for reproduction.
Seeds ( ) Pruit { )
Leaves ( ) Hoot •( )
Flowers ( ) Stem ( }
THINGS TO DO
Wafce plans, have definite purpose for making a trip into the
woods to collect leaves, sample of wood or hark; to see,
hear, make note-book and label your findings correcly.
Collect pictures to show difference in appearance and
activity of plants in different seasons. Make a list of
trees and shrubs that grrow on a hilltop, alonfr a brook, and
other places. Write a description of a low marshland and
tell what kind of plants grow there. Why. Find trees in
open space where wind blows rather constantly. Has tree
changed its ehape? Take a pot of g'orden soil early in
spring: while weather is still cold. Keep indoors and
keep watered. See what hap*)ens after a few weeks. Was
anything planted in the garden soil?

OHAPTS? T.
V. WATER: ITS POWER AllD USES
IKTRODUCTIOH
What ia "better than water? Did I hear someone say,
"Hothiiig?^ You are right. Water is life. V/e cannot live
without water. More then half the hody of an animal and a
human heing consists of water*
Water ia the cheapest commodity in the family budget;
that is, for those of us who get our water from faucets.
The average retjuirement of water per person, per day,
in the United States, is about one hundred gallons. In
German, Britisii, and French cities it is less than fifty
gallons. In Holland it is forty; Italy less than thirty
galloz3£ per person, per day.
Wfiter is a solvent. Water is able tc dissolve more
substances than any other liquid. It dissolves our fbod
in our bodies for efficient nourishment. It dissolves un-
wanted materials in our bodies for removal.
This summer we have witnessed the danger and power of
water; how it has broicen dams, and flooded areas; destroyed
fields of wheat; corn; etc., causing the loss of many lives,
and valuable property.
The writer will try in this unit to find out soma of
the useful things water docs for us. How water keeps our
bodies cool by evaporation; how ice is made; how a refrigera-
tor oan be made in the home; how to purify water) how to
(89)
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toiow good water; and, how to treat water containing unwanted
materials which it sometimes contains.
What good is water, anjway? Where do most people go,
when they go on a vacation? Yes, near some stream of water,
laJce, riyer or ocean, where they may fish, swim or go
yachting. Why?
Haye you an electric refrigerator? How is the water
changed into ice? WTiy do some people perspire so freely?
Do you feel cooler after a swim or hath on a very hot day?
Some people in small towns have wells, cisterns or
barrels to catch water. VVhy do they catch rain water when
they have wells? What is the difference between some well
water and rain water?
c
I. lESiSOH PIAN 1
Sut> jeot . Does water help in lowering the temperature
of your body?
Teacher's Aim . To show that water helps to losep the
temperature of your body at exactly 98.6° degrees all the
time •
Materials Used * Unglazed flower pot; cork; water;
fruit jar; pan.
grooedure . I'laoe the cork In the hole in the bottom
of the flower pot; (empty and ungp.azed flower pot). Place iii
pan for the protection of table anoL fill with water. Pill
glass jar with water.
How does evaporation take place in the pot? Water
penetrates the porous pot and evaporates. Wait for about two '
hours and take temper '..ture of water in both containers.
Which is cooler? This experiment should be done in a very
dry place. For instajioe, a heated classroom on a winter's
day, under these conditions, you will have rapid evaporation.
Prom which container does the water evaporate more quickly?
Which container of water feels colder? What effect tes the
rapidity of evaporation on the ten3)erature of the water in
the pot and jar? This eaqjoriraent illustrates the effect of
perspiration, evaporating from our bodies. When water
evaporates it cools the thing from which it evaporates. So,
when the body is in danger of becoming too hot, the two
cc
million perspiration glands go to work and foroe perspiration,
which is mostly to the surface of your skin. The water
C 17 c I 5
evaporates, cooks your body, and keeps it from getting too
hot •
Conclusion . What happens to the temperature of the
skin when the perspiration evaporates from it and changes to
a gas? How does water help in lowering temperature of your
body?

II. LESSON PI/llS 2
Subject . How cold is water when it is cold.
Teacher ' s Aim , i'o demonstrate how water is made colder.
Materials Used . Have you ever visited an ice plant
where artificial ice is made? Well, do so. One method is,
cans of water are lowered into a large tank or vat filled
with ice "brine or salt water. Brine does not freeze until
it reaches zero, and as water freezes at ?i2° above zero,
the watea* in the can turns to ice when the brine reaches
a temperature of 25 to 12^^ above zero. Purchase a
thermometer with a Fahrenheit and a Centigrade scale, tuiibler,
crushed ice, teaspoon of common table salt.
Procedure. Explain to pupil how to read Fahrenheit
and a Oentigrude scale. Place thermometer in tumbler
containing the crushed ice and allow it to stay until
mercury stops falling, ""^hat causes the mercury to fall
while cooling? Mercury is a liquid metal, sometimes called
quick-silver. It does not freeze easily; not until
thermometer reaches 40° below zero, end it can stand great
heat before reaching boiling point.
In the table below, record temperature from the
Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales. A.dd the teaspoonful of
salt and stir carefully with the thermometer until salt is
dissolved. In table record the temperature now from 'i)oth
Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales.
c
CHART VIII
RECCRD TEMPERATURES
Fahrenheit
De^jrees
Centigrade
De^^rees
Crushed loe
loe and Salt
Conclusion • What are the lowest temperatures
(Fahrenheit and Centigrade) to whioh plain ice water can
go? What effect has salt on the temperature of melting
ice? How can one make water colder?
REPEHEHCES
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia , F.E. Compton Company, 1944.
VolJ 5. Pp. 195-4.
Craig, Gerald 3., .Scicnoe For The Elementary Sphool Teacher
,
Ginn and Go rap any, 1040. Pp. 397-8.
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III. LBiSiJOH PLM 3
Sabjoot » Finding what waiter oontalne*
Teaoher*8 Aim * To show pupil how tc discover
lispuritie8 or minerala in water.
Material a Ueed « Three Jars or glaeaes, salt, sugar,
ocpper sulfate, gummed l&hela,
Prooedure* Pour ^lasees or Jars about 3/4 full of
water, eiict in ono jar put a little sugar; in another, a
little salt; in another, oopper sulfate; let materials
dissolTQ in each jar# Label eaoh Jar. Can any of the solid
matter be seen in the Jars? '^at has happened? Did the
water chap^e its color? Many kind a of mineral matter are
soluble* How can such mineral matter be removed?
Pour a little of the liquid from each Jar Into separate pans,
place on a warm radiator and leave it there until water has
evaporated. What heppens? 3>oes water rernain or the mineral
aatter? This shows how to ^.et rid of the water, not the
Impurities. It shows that water oontains rainerala or
impurities* What process is this called?
OoneXugion * When water is evaporated, mineral mattier
is left behind. Water evaporates faster at hi^7h temperatures
because the higher the temperature, the more heat the
water receives*
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, Oeorge G*, Our Knvironment And
Xta Hclation to Us
.
Allyn Je Bacon, Chioufo, 1946, Unit 1*'
l^p. 11.61*
(
QUE3TlCEf3 POH OQllTINUjSD STUDY
%m What 18 water?
2. Kow can «?c discover water iii foods?
2. Will hGatir;§' foods reduce thcir Aci^ht? Vhnt Is thle
grocess oaliedV
ovi' dees water get Into foods?
5« How oanwr ter get out of foods?
6« What .Hind of wet or do you uso iii your home?
7. *.^hat is eTaporation? Condensation?
e. '^f^t are moleoulea?
9« Inhere in water found?
10 • In how many forms doet? woter exist?
11 • I 8 water esaential to life? Why?
12. \Vhs.t is the water cycle?
13- What minerala does water oontein?
14. How fire theBe unwaiited minerals in water removed? i^plaln*
Craig, Scienoe For t lie Elementary S0I160I
^g^^^glT*
Glnii and Co'^^^rany, 1940, Pp. 92-93; 212-215; E20-262.
Powers, Ifcuner, and others. Exploring Our World
. Glnxi and
Conqpany, 194C* Chapter v.
<
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IV* IES30H PJ4AH 4.
^bJoot* How cities solve wutei^ ^obldma*
y#mcbar's AS^m To give pupil on QpportuxU.ty to visit
tha oltyU ipatei* plant In order to get rirst-hand kaowledg*
of how cities solve thslr water probleas*
S^aterials Used* JLakes* rivers » uoimtalns, oee«n« 8prlng%
artesian iirell8« irator plants concrete plpes^ etasmlcal houses
minerals « fUtertf, and health departioents*
iSSBSiSSSat^ v<^BLter Is pljped i^rcn lakes^ rivers
»
mountains^ oceans* ox'teslan wells* axil springs* to a water
plant where It Is then piped Into a ehemloal house* Is the
water's faoe then cleansed* or freed from IsipuritlesT At
that point what does the m^ter contalnt
The water is aeasured and then sprayed Into the air
so as to absorb oxygen* liext It Is aixed with alvm and allow*
ed to settle* t^liat effect has alum on watert Answer t as the
aiuB separates fMA the water* It takiss with it nuch of the
laad*trash and bacteria* it then ie passed through filters
that also aid in the r«8K»val of said« trash and bacteria*
Boes this process ooB4;>lete purifieaticoit Afiifwer t Ho*
After filtration* the water again Ifi treated*this tlM
with cxilorine gas to kill* or destroy*rosiaining bacteria* It
than is stored in reservoirs until it is aarried to the clt/f
to hones* factories* office buildings*b3r pipas* to be used
by the people*

Conclusion . How do cities solve their water problems?
Why does the water need to "bo treated before being used?
?rhat would happen if the water was not purified before using?
QUTSTIO^S FOR COIJTINUSD STUDY
!• vVhat is an artesian well?
Z, vhy is a water reeervoir placed on hills?
3, How does the city get rid of the water after il; has been
used?
4« What is the health department's work?
5. Where should wells be dug or drilled on small farms and
villages?
6* How can one on the farms and in villages purify the water
if there is no water plant?
7. <Vhy sliould their well be dug very deep?
8. What is pollution? Bacteria?
9. '^0 should test the water? Why?
10. What is the best way to remove dissolved mineral matter
from water?
11^ How can you soften hard water?
12# V/?.iat is it in water tha causes soap to lather quickly?

V. LESSOR PIAN 5
Finding Water * vVater does not reelly hide, because it is
not alive, and cannot think how and where to hide* However,
we will find out some of the places it is found.
Subject * Water's hiding places*
Teacher's Aim . To show tJrnt some water can be found
in foods.
Materials Used . Potatoes, apples, carrots, celery
plants, scales, paper bags, parii^ K.iiife.
procedure. Huve children pare the foods, out into
thin slices ma place into bags; label bags; weigh, and
then pour out of the bags on a cloth for drying, or some
warm dry place. After two days, put in bags and weigh each
separately in its ovwi labelled bap:* Record each food's
weight. Then, continue this experiment, and record the foods
after two days, three days, five days, and seven days*
CHilRT Ho. 6
REOOliD YCUH FIiiDIiiG3 BELOW
/Veight of IVElGHT OF LttYHvG ma^3
living Poods Before IN B/\GS
Foods Eaqperiment After After After After Water
in Bags Two Three Five Seven Pound
Days Days Days Days In
Cabb age
Apples
Potato 08
Carrots
Celery
€4l
Conolu3ion > VThat oharigee did you notice? 'JIThy?
yind out the anount of water each food contained? Subtract
the weight before the experiment from the weight after
seven days drying, Then, record the amount of water con-
tained in each food.
RJSPEEEHCES
Powers, Heuner, E.P., and Others, Sxplorii:;^ Our World
.
Ginn anfl. Oompany, Boston, Mass., 1940. Chapter III.
QUS3TI0IIS FOR COICIHUTD STUD^
1. San a person drink too much water?
£• How much water should you drink per day?
3. VThat do we moan "by "Balanced A.quarium?
4, Should you drink ice water slowly, or rnpldly? iVhy?
5« How do our bodies eliminate water?
6. Why can we do without food longer than without watei ?
?• What do we mean by " Solvent ?"
8. IVhy should painting: the body cause serious illnees or
death?
9. Of v;hat iriiportanoe is water relative to the waste
materials of our bodylJ
10. Of f^at importance is water relative to our food?

VI. PLAN 6
Sub jeot . Pindlnpr water's companion.
Teacher 's Aim . To prove that "Water's Companion" is
"Air"; lay an experiment they work together.
Material Used . Wire gauEe, ring stand, himsen burner
or alcohol lamp, pyrex flask, Fahrenheit thermometer, ice,
running wat er
.
Procedure . Pour cold water into flask. Place flask
on wire gauze over burner on ring stand, or in sun, or
on warm radiator. Heat gently if alcohol lamp or burner is
used until warm. After a few minutes you will notice bubbles
forming on aide of flask. Remove from flame. What happens
to bubbles when removed from flame? Why? These are air
bubbles. ^7here did air come from? Hetarii and boil water.
The bubbles that rise before the water begins to boil are
bubbles of air. Pour in flask, add cold water. Carefully
test with thermometer the temperature; when 45*^ -fi*', oover
dish and shake a few minutes. vVhs.t contact does the water
make? Pour some of this water in a Jar, then in another Jar
add some cold water from faucet. Place the three contaiiiera
in a warm place. Po not disturb until next day. In whl ch
containers do you find bubbles? '^Tnere do the bubbles come
from? What gas forms these bubbles? How do you know? iVhat
effect has heat upon dissolved gases in water?
y/hat e'as is water's companion?
Conclusion, inhere does it come from?

VII. LESSOJS PLAiJ 7
Sub jeot « Removing impurities from water.
Teaoher 's Aim * To demonstrate how mud and other
foreign materials cjan he removed from water.
Materials Used , Filter paper; funnel; jars; mortar
(a vessel for pounding); pestle (instrument for breaking
up materials); iron support; oast iron rin; salt; oharooal.
Procedure . Plaoe the filter paper in funnel. Pour
in a teaspoon of salt, and one bone-powdered oharooal into
the jar of water, and stir.
JSote. The oolor of the water. Pour this water slowly
into the filter paper within the funnel.
Note. The color now after passing through the filter
paper. Sample to note the taste.
ConoLus ion . Will the filter paper remove all
impurities in the water? What substance remains in ths
funnel? I'irhat goes through the funnel? How can some
inipurities or mud be removed from water?
REFERENCES
Powers, Neuner, and Others, Exploring Our World . Ginn and
Con?) any, 1940. Chapter v.
e
QUESTIONS FOR GOUTINirED STUDY
1. What impurities may remain in dLear water?
2. What processes are used in seqage disposal?
3. I8 it safe to drinit clear water when traveling, or
when on pionioe?
4. Discuss the city's right for spending large sums of
money for securing safe water supply.
5. Discuss the importance of sewage disposal, should all
citizens be taxed for these puiposes?
6. How does nature filter water?
7. Spring water is clear. Why?
8. Should all cities own a sewage disposal? Why?
9. Are there other methods for purifying water other than
the filter method?
10. Is water free from bacteria when taicen from a deep well?
If 80^ why?
11. What impurities are likely to get into water in the small
villages and rural districts?
12. Why do some cities place their drinking water great
distances away, instead of using nearby rivers?

VIII. LSS30N PIM 8
Sub jeot . Distillation for purity.
Teacher* 8 Aim . To demonstrate how to purify water,
using the water cycle as nature does to purify water.
We say, "Rain water is pure."
Materials Used . Alcohol lamp or Bunsen burner, jar
or beaker test tube, ink, glass tubing, water, ring stand,
one one-hole stopper, and flask.
Procedure . Arreinge apparatus by putting cold water
in beaker, placing empty open end of the tube in the beaker
of cold water. Put some of the salt and charcoal water
used in lesson Plan No. 7 into the flask, or put ink in
the water in the flask. Be sure the flask is dry on the
outside. Put the stopper into the flask of colored water.
Insert the other end of the tube in the one-hole rubber
stopper. Attach to the ring stand, clamp, place over burner.
Boil liquid carefully for a few minutes. Hotice what takes
place in test tube and flask as heat is applied. What
collects on flask? Is water different in test tube from
flask? What happens to the heat which travels down test
tube by the steam? This process is called, "Distillation,"
and is a way of using the water cycle to purify water.
You notice the steam from the boiling water is caught as
it rises, and cooled. This changes the gas state of water
to its liquid form with all impurities removed. Taste
rc
the water In eaoh tube. Is It different?
Oonolualon * Distilled water is formed by cooling
8team» V/hat became of the impurities which were in the
water before distillation? Study your tea kettle in the
kitchen. Have you noticed a crust of mineral matter on
the inside of the tea kettle? Where did the mineral
matter come from? \?hat will distilling remove from the
water?
REFERMCES
Smith, Trafton, and Teeters, Exploring Science . J.B.
Lippinoott Company, Philadelphia, 1942. Pp. 152-167.
QUESTIOIJS FOK COISfflNUED aTUKY
1. Who are the users of distilled water? Why?
£• Why is hard water called, "Hard Water?"
Zm Why does rain water lather so quickly?
4« What is the scale in a tea kettle?
5. Study the commercial products prepared by distillation.
6* Could the factories where quantities of water are used
in steam engines save water?
7. Find out why the water in the sea is salty.
8. What do we mean by pollution, bacteria, solution, soluble
and distillate?
\
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IX. lESSOlf PLAN 9
Subject. The "3" ahaped pipe beneath the sink.
Teacher's Aim. To inform pupil how the "3" shaped
pipe serves in our plumbing fixtures.
Materials Used. Iar«e~bore ^lass tubin^:, rubber tube*
funnel, soap, oil, beaker, burner, and fine soil.
Procedure. Shape the plass tubinp^ into an "S" form
by putting tube into the flame, wMch will be as the trap
of a sink. Mow, connect the "S" shaped tube to the funnel
with a short rubber tube and hold it over a beaker. Pour
water into funnel. Pour some oil into the funnel. Sift
some fine soil into the funnel and wash it down. Does trap
stop up the pipe? What causes a trap to be clogged?
Conclusion. The trap holds water preventing odors
or foul air from coming out of pipe. However, the trap can
be clogged or may become clogged with materials. Find out
how the rubber cup on the end of a stick serves to open
clogged drains.
REFSBSNCES
Smit-.h, V.fl.f Trafton. G.H.. Exploriner Science. J.B.
Lippincott Company, Ifew York, 1942. Pp. 145-150.

QUESTIONS FOR COiJTIUUSD STUDY
1. Why is the "S" shaped trap placed In the sink drBii5>ipe?
2. look out for other drain traps in your home.
3. What is liable to happen to the drainpipes in un-
occupied houses?
4« What could he done with the sewage when house is
unoccupied?
6* What care should be taken to prevent drainpipe cloggingsT

X. LES30H PIAN 10
Water Power . Its Use and Its Effeot . When I think of
this subject, it reminds me of my trip to Boulder Dam,
whioh depicts one of the most magnificent accomplishments
in engineering that man has made, and where one can
actually view water power, its use, its effect, and how man
has harnessed America's most dangerous stream, "The
Colorado River." It controls the silts of the river and
makes possible the generation of 1,835,000 horse-power of
electric energy sufficient to repay the entire cost of the
project, one hundred eight million dollars, in fifty years,
with interest at four per cent. It is here you can see
how such dams make water provide water and electricity,
working for man.

XI. LESSON PUN 11
Sab ject « The meaning of water power.
Teaohar 's Aim . To plre pupil a meaning of water power.
Materials Used . Tall, narrow, tin can; box bucket;
three wooden pegs; water; small nail same size as peg.
Procedure . Punch three holes one above the other
equal distance apart in side of can, which is open at top,
place pegs in holes; place can upon box with bucket under
or beneath the can to oatch water. Fill can with water.
Remove the pegs.
Not
e
. From which peg did the steam of water hs7e the
strongest power, the seoona strongest power, and the third
strongest power.
Conclusion. Can you explain the cause of what you
have observed? Can your idea be used to explain "Water
Power," or how dams work in making water provide power?
REFSiENCES
Powers, Neuner, Bruner, Exploring Our World
. Glnn and
Company, 1940. Pp.' lOS-130.
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XII. LESSOH PIAH 12
SuTjjeot . Why does a boat float?
Teacher's Aim . To provide a demonstration to show
why a boat floats.
Materials Used . Two tin caos of equal size and shape;
hammer or heavy stone; dirt.
Procedure . Put some dirt in bottom of one can so that
bottom is heavier than top and lasep it from tipping over*
Place it in \;vater. Take hammer or stone, pound the otiier
can into a small ball. Place it into the water. Did the
first can float or sink? Escplain.
The larger an object is in proportion to its weight
the better it will float. Did the second can sink? Why?
The second can was lighter than the first because it did
not contain dirt. It will sink, because its size is small
in proportion to its weight.
Oonolualon . As the first can sinks, water will be
forced out of the way. The level of the water will be
raised. Since water has weight, it will begin to press
against the can. It can sink no farther. If weights
are added to the can, it will settle deeper in the water.
Explain why boats are limited to certain amounts of weights.
(Freight or passenger)
ers, Exploring Science , J.B.
Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, p. 160.
r
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QUESTIOiJS FOR COlJTIimED STUDY
1. ])oes lesson Ho. 11 help in understanding the limit of
depth to which a suhraarine may go?
2. Learn about several great power dams.
3. v/}iat is a power dam?
4. Learn the countries that have much water power.
5. VThat is a water turbine - engine?
6* What is an iirigation dam?
7. What instrument is used to measure water pressure or
power?
8. What is a caisson?
9. In addition to water power, what other uses hare dams?
10. Read about the old style of water wheel.
REPEREIJCES
Powers, R.S., JJeuner, S.P., and Others, Exploring Our World ,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Chapter YTT
Compton^s Pictured Encyclopedia , P.E.pompton Company, 1944.
Vol. D, p. 6. 6a, 6b; Vol. B, p. 264.
€
TEST
WATER: IT3 POWER MP ITS USES
Direotlone . Pick the best answer, A,B,B,]), or E and v?rit e
the letter whloh answers your question in parenthesis after
each question as, (a) (b), etc*
1. Whj do bubbles form in a glassful of standing water?( )
(a) water and glass aot on each other to produce a gas;
(b) when water stands in a warm place some of the water
turns into bubbles of gas; (c) water contains an
invisible gas we cannot see with the naked eye;
(d) when standing water changes into hydrogen and oxygen;
(d) w*ien cold water becomes warm after standing, air
which is dissolved and inwisible, is changed.
£• The inside of your teakettle becomes coated .with crust
from time to time. The crust is formed by..' ( )
(a) oxygen and hydrogen; (b) by bubbles from steam;
(o) bacteria which is formed by the heat;
(d) minerals dissolved in the water; (e) by allowing
the water to settle.
3. One may secure soft water from salty sea water •( )
(a) by putting soda into the water; (b) by boiling;
(c) by filtering; (d) by distillation; (e) by adding
chlorine.
4. Muddy water is cleared by ( )
(a) by using filtering paper; (b) by letting it settle;
(o) by boiling; (d) by adding salt; (e) by adding copper
sulfate.
6. What gas does the drainpipe trap prevent from escaping
Into the house? • • • • ( )
(a) sewer gas; (b) copper sulfate; (c) bacteria; (d)
carbon dioxide; (e) pure amnonia.
6. A faucet after being turned off may drip because .... ( )
(a) the pipe is rusty; (b) the water is hard; (o) the
water is not filtered; (d) the washer is worn; (e) the
pipe is crooked.

1X3
TEST
( Cont inued)
?• How many glasses of water should a person drink
(a) 20-30; (b ) 6-8; (c) 1-2; (d) 12-15; (e) 15-20.
8. For drinking, which of the following would you sutstitute
(a) butteimllk; (h) coffee; (e) tomnto juice; (d) milk;
(e) there is no suhstitute.
9# I)e8ori"be and define the processes of why water needs the
following treatments.
10. Define the following:
4i
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SOMSTHIIJG TO DO
!• Visit the following plaoes;
Piltration plant; find out how water is made pure and
clear.
Ice plant; see how ice is made.
Visit the sewage, disposal plant; tell what you saw.
Visit the city aquarium; tell how water is supplied vdth
air*
2. Find out what it means to halanoe an aquarium . Let
pupils balance an aquarium in school.
3. Construct a reffigerator from a wooden frame surrounded
by cloth which can be kept wet by having its lower edges
in a pan of water. Place near window in a draft. Tate
a thermometer reading inside the box before putting aiy
water in pan, and before wetting the cloth. Viet entire
cloth surface and pour some water in pan. After the
refrigerator has remained a few minutes in a strong
breeze, take the temperature again. Explain to class
how this home-made refrigerator works.
4. Repair a leaky faucet in your home. Tell class how to
shut off the water supply. V<hat tools are needed to
repair the faucet, and just how to replace the washer.
5. Read Jules Verne's, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea
.
Mark Twain*s Life onjlhe rTississlFpi , Sriil Ludwig's,
The IMle . Ask your librarian to assist you in finding
reading ma terial on Niagara Falls, Coulee Dam.
Write a report telling the tb ings that are most interest-
ing 1 0 you •

OHAPTBSR YI.
Vl AIR: ITS D.!PORTANCE TO LIFE AND AVIATION
INTRODUCTION
' The air is an important part of our life. Did you loiow that
air is noceeaary for lie and as a physical force? Did you
Imow that air is real? Yes, it ie a real substance; it
occupies space; and requires work to be pushed aside. The
world is now having immediate contact "beoauso of the speed
and direct travel without hinderance of air transportation.
The airplane route is free from mountain ranges, irregular
coast lines, and the many factors «*iioh have to be con-
sidered by steamphips, railways, buses, and automobiles.
Many materials and useful articles are c?irried from place
to place by the airplane and because of the air. Because
of the airage all nations have been able to carry on a
more profitable communication. Laymen and military
authorities have recognized the influence of aviation on
military skill. Hence, our educational authorities and
leaders have deoiddd to help not only to contribute In
winning peace, friendliness, rendering service to the
people of the Eastern Hemisphere, but will prepare and help
train Americans to live constructively in this air age.
Therefore, the foundation, and a scientific knowledge and
understanding may be laid or commenced in the first, through
the eight grades, of the elementary school on aviation.
(115)
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LESSON PLAN 1
Sttbiaet > Observing tim aotlmi at ttoo air*
g—oh«r*« ki^ £0 h&lp tho pupil to understaiaA tbat air
is not iiaaginaryi and to oraata an interest in aviation*
iVoeedwe * '£0 prove timt air is a real substance » we
find that it resists objeots gtf>ving through it*
Have the pupils teXl o£ their experienees In moving
against the wind* Let thea realise that the wind is in
notion* Discuss the power oT the wind*
Allow the children to aiake parachutes* Tls cords to eabh
of four comers of a handkerchief , cr a sinilsr s^iusire of
cloth* Tie the four corners together torn tiny doll* The
cords nsist be all the saau length* Vtrap the doll in the hand*
kerchief and throw the whole into the sky** The parachute
should open and let the doll dmn gently* Tim parachute
should greatly increase the pressure which the doll presents
to the air without greatly increasing its wei|^*
conclusioy)^* ^^hat causes aatter to change its direction
in the airf
Can air be weighedT Suspend a yardstick froa a string
tied cu:M>und a l^ly->inflated basketball* ^ron the other end
hang a can about the else of a coffee can* Add sand to the
coffee can until it balances the weight of the basket-ball*
Then let the air gently out ol the basket-ball^ taking
care not to change its weight in any other way^ and
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weigh it again*
Conclusion. What is the result? Was the basket-ball
hearier or lifter? Does air have weight?
Does air press cr push? Pass a glass tube through one
hole of a two-hole rubber stopper and fit the stopper In
the neck of the bottle of water. Get a child to drink some
of the water, using the tube like a soda straw. Now, h&ve
the child hold his finger tightly over the other, hold in
the stopper, and again try to drink. When the outside air
is prevented ftrora entedng to press on the water, there is
nothing to push the water up the tube, and hence, the
child can get only a very little water. He can get a little
because the air inside the bottle is elastic and pushes
up a little water.
ConGlusion. Does the water stay in or run out of the
bottle? Why? What happened when the child*s finger was
placed over the hole in the stopper?

QUESTIOlfS FOR COilTimJED STIBY
!• Study the natural flights of seeds, birds, and animals,
£• Study the general types of bird flights,
3, What forces are at work on a flying bird?
4, Do arranfements of the bird's feathers have anything
to do with its flight?
Examine the feathers of a pigeon. Notice the difference
between an ostrich plurae, a pigeon or chicken feather,
5, Compare the forces which work on a kite with those that
work a bird, or an airplane,
6, Who was the first man to ascend in a balloon? American?
7, What do we mean by "dirigible?"
8, Find out the important use of a balloon,
9, Why do balloons float in the air?
REFERENCES
Arey, Charles iC., Elementary School Science For The Air Age
.
The Madfillan Company, N.Y., 1942. Chapters II, III.
Pryor, William C. and Helen 3., The Dirigible Book ,
Earcourt. Brace and Company, New York, 1936.
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II. LESSON PLAN 2
AIR: HOW AIB HELPS ONE !P0 HEAR
Air and Sound . Have you ever heard a looomotive whistle
in the dietaaoe? Have you noticed the steam some seconds
hefore the whistle is heard? What causes this sound? How
does sound travel? What causes differences in sound?
Subject . Is Air Imperative for Sound?
Teacher's Aim . To make demonstrations to help
pupils understand that air is imperative to produce sound.
Materials Used . A tuning fork; a glass of water;
four test tubes of equal size; a yardstick; an ejchaust
pump; a bell jar; and an inexpensive alarm clock.
Procedure. Stick the tuning fork against the edge
of the glass of water and then hold its prongs near the
ear. Strike the fork against the glass of water and hold
the ends of the prongs in the glass of water. Note results
in each case. Blow across the top of each tube. Note
results. Now, fill one tube l/4 full of water, a second
tube l/E full of water, and the third tube 3/4 full of
water. Blow across the top of each of these tubes. Note
and record results in each case. Strike the fork against
the glass of water and then touch it gently to one end of
the yardstick while the other is held near the ear. Repeat
the process except that the end of the yardstick should be
II
held this timofipainst the front teeth. Record results.
Plaoe the alarm clook, wound, and set to ring at a certain
minute, on the plate of the exhaust pump. Cover with the
jar and exhaust the air. Note the oloolc at the tine set
for the alarm. Do you hear the alarm? If you can hear
the alarm faintly, allow air to enter the jar while the
ringing proceeds. Record results .
Conclusion . From your study and observations, answer
the following questions:
1. What causes sound? Vibration of body?
2. Do all vibrating objects produce the same anount of
sound? No.
3* What causes differences in the intensity of sounds?
Pitch,
4. How is sound carried from one place to another? Air
vibrates around the body, carrying the vibrations out
in waves to the human ear, which is fitted to receive
and to interpret these vibrations.
5. Which is the best carrier of sound? Metal, wood, or air.
6. What has air to do with sound?

QUESTIONS FOR CONTIKUED STUDY
1. Why can conversations be heard across the water for
great distances?
2. What are the aids for better hearing? in the home?
Obstacles to hearing in the home?
3. Study the things you should and should not do in order
to i£Dep your oars in the best possible condition for
hearing.
4. What is oompreasod air? Who Is Galileo?
5. What are the common uses of compressed air?
6. What is a barometer? Caisson?
7. How does water rise in a lift pump?
8. Is air elastic? Who is Pascal?
9. What produces the better music? Duke of Tuscong?
10. What is Meaning of the following words: external ear;
larynx; lift pump; pneumatic; molecule; siphon;
cartesian diver.
(\
(
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III, LESSON PLAN 3
Subject : How does air get into our bodies?
Teaoher's Aim * To demonstrate how air gets into our
bodies*
Materials Used * Secure a bell jar, open at the top;
a one-holed rubber stopper; a glass "Y" tube; two toy
balloons; some rubber tissue; a stout oord; and a small
marble
•
Procedure. Turn the tube bottom upward and
end. Place the single
rubber stopper which
the bell jar. Tie
^ottom of the bell jar
he center of the
tie the toy balloons on each
end through the hole of the
has been placed in
rubber tissue on the
placing the marble in
rubber tissue. Then, pull down on the string. Relax upon
it* Kepoat • What happens to the balloon? When do they
fill? Why do they empty? What can you say of the air
capacity of the bell jar when the membrane is pulled down?
When the membrane is allowed to rise? Does air pressure
have an^tiing to do with the action here observed? V/hat
is formed in the jar when the diaphragm or membrane is
pulled down?
Conclusion . Compare deep breathing in the human
body and find the parts of it which correspond to the parts
of the apparatus in this experiment.
(
How does a person breathe? The human body is
supplied with the lunge, whioh get frehh air in, and foul
air out of t he body. The air through oxidation releases
heat in the body, and in so doing, supplies energy for the
various body activities. The human body is made up of
protoplasm, cells, tissues, and organs. Oxidation goes on
in each cell, whioh is a tiny engine in itself. A large
and regular amount of air is supplied to the body by deep
breathiDg. This supply of air must be free from dust and
bacteria.
What pulls the diaphragm do wn?
What effect does this have on the chest cavity?
Why does air enter the lungs?
Do you "pull" in air when you inhale?
What malses the lungs ejqpaiad?
What mates the lungs collapse?
What causes the ribs to rise and fall?
<
IV. LE330IJ PLAN 4
Subject . Why do we ventilate?
Teaoher^s Ajm. To show why ventilation is vital.
Materials Used . A box l*x8" wide and 6" high. Cover
with pane of glass 12"x8". This is your model room; stand
on side, bore one- inch hole, two at top and two at bottom
in each end of box, and place cork in each hole (making
four holes). Place three small candles and a small dish
of llmewater in the box or model room.
Procedure . Light all candles and close all openings
in your model room. IJote the time that the candles are
lighted and watch for results. What happens to the candles?
To the Limewater? Explain this. What time elapsed?
Bow, light candles again^ and leave all holes open. Time
candles as before. Bote and explain results. You have
ventilated the room. What is ventilation?
Conclusion. Ventilation is the proper circulation
of air about a room. If windows are open, a maximum amount
of oxygen and a minimum amount of carbon dioxide will be
found in the room at all times. What method of ventilation
is best? Why?

V. LESSOJJ PLAN 5
Subject,. What causes the Iclte or bird to fly?
TeaohBr*8 Aim . To stimulate and promote new interest
in literature.
Materials Used . A kite; light wood frame, diamond
shape; string; paper surface mounted on frame.
Procedure. After kite is made, attach string so as
to pull the kite at an anplo to the wind; the wind striking
the underside of kite forces it to change its direction and
pushes on the kite. Some of the force pulls against kite
string and some of this force pushes kite upward. The tail
prevents the kite from turning over; weights the kite at
proper place. Some kites do not have tails, but depend on
shape of the kite for its position.
c(
The drag is the horizontal push of the wind, which causes
the itlt e to move; the lift is the upward push of the wind,
which keeps the kite upt The thrus
t
is the horizontal part
of the pull which the flier gives to the kitestring. Tho
weight is the weight of the kite, plus the vertical part of
the pull on the string. The flier pulls the kitestrlDg
partly in a horizontal direction, and partly in a downward
direction, and the wind does likewise. The wind does not
blow as fast close to the ground as wind aloft, therefore
the flier increases the speed of air by running? against the
wind with the kite.
ConcQ.usion . The same four forces that caused the
kite to move, or bird to fly, causes the airplane to move.
Hame the four forces that caused the kite to move.
<r
QUESTIONS FOR CONTIWUED STUD!
1. Devise a method of inoreaslng your lung capacity*
E. Does the rate of breathing of human heinsrs and different
animals with lunga, rate the same, or do they differ?
3, What is wet oxidation? A cell? Tissue?
4* What is protoplasm? Nucleus? Cellulose?
5. What is the hetter method of breathing?
6. Does water contain air?
7. How do plants and animals bree. the?
8. iVhat is one value of exercise?
9» What is the normal capacity of our lungs?
10, What is meant by artificial respiration and how is it
administered?
11, What is asphyxiation? Study the Schaefer method.
12. What are the two systems of ventilation?
13. Why should a factory have the lowest temperature? The
church, the school, and the home have the hi^jhest •
14* Study and report upon the apparatus used by divers.
15. Observe and maite a report upon the structure used by a
froy, or a fish in breathing and how each structure works.
16. Examine living cells under microscope* Hote their
similarities and differences*
17. What is the disadvantac-e of wearing tight belts or tight
clothing about the body?
REFEREKGES
Wood, George C, and Carpenter, Harry A., Our Environment
How We Use And Control It
,
Chapter IV, Allyn and
Bacon, i^allas, i^exas, 1931*

VI, LESSON PLAH 6
Sub.1eot . Aviation.
Teacher's Aim . Creating activities that will cause
desire for more study of aviation.
Materials Used . Pictures of planes; models of
airplanes; maps; newspapers; raagaztries; advertisements of
different airlines, giving information onexpense of trips,
etc., visit airport, and stories.
Procedure . Read stories; tell stories; experiences;
draw planes of different types; discuss and keep record of
que st ions asked
.
1. What are the types of airplanes? Define each.
Sypes of airplanes: Honoplane; Biplane; Seaplane;
Flying Boat; Amphibian; Helicopter; Glider; Sail-
plane .
8« What are the part a of an airplane?
Fuselage; wings; engine; empennage, including the
fixed and moveable control surfaces; stabilizers;
elevators; fin; rudder; white identification light
on tail.
3. How can an airplane turn? Answer.
(a) The longitudinal axis extends lengthwise through
the airplane's fuselage. Roll the left vilng down
and right wing up, or the other vsay round, and you
have rotation about the longitudinal axis, or
rolling.
(b) The lateral axis goes lengthwise through the
wing. Put the nose down end the tail up, or the nose
up and tall down, and you have rotation about the
lateral axis, or pitching.
(c) The ve3"tioal axis is perpendicular to the other
two, and vortical to the earth when the plane Is in
normal, straight, and level flight. Turn to the
left or right, and you have rotation about the
vertical axis, or yawing.
o
4. How oan planes be Identified? Answer
Secure pictures from commercial oorapanies, consult
Spotter's HandbooJc (Nelson). Learn features
which are different as the fuselagre, tail,
insignia, letters, numbers, etc. Study the
letters on peacetime planes; iJ 0 planes; N R
planes; X planes.
5. What important forces control a plane? Define
each. Answer. Drag, Lift, Thrust, and Gravity.
6. Find out some of the uses of airplanes in
peacetime.
7. Find out what ia happening to some of the war
planes. Why are war planes sometimes put out
of use?
Conclusion . Kame types of planes. How can an
airplane turn? How can you identify one plane from another?
What forces control the plane?

QUEST 10 JS3 K)R COflTIHUED STUDY
I. Is color of importance to the aviator?
E. What should the aviator learn and recornize in color?
3. Observe different animals noting how their colors hlend
with nature.
4. What are the four basic facts concerning weather?
5. Why should the pilot be concerned about the weather?
6« What are the present and future uses of the airplane?
?• Study the ifi' right Brothei^ early experiments.
8. Vifhen was the first real flight and all essential prob-
lems of real flying solved?
9. What great principle did the Wright Brothers discover
and use that made aviation successful?
10. Study the types and importance of thunderstorms to
aviation.
II. Study other kinds of weather which are of interest to
pilots.
IE. What should a person learn or study to become a pilot?
REFERMCES
Wood, George C, and Caarpenter, Harry A., Our Environment
How Ue Use and Control It . Allyn and Bacon, 1931,
Pallas, Texas, Chapters Iv-V.
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TEST
AIR AJJD ITS IMPORTAUGE IN LIFE AND AVIATION
Plrections . Vifrite in the parenthesis after eaoh question
the letter (a) (b) (c) (d) or (e) for the best answer.
!• Why is the airplane heavier than air m<3 chine ( )
(a) Because the air pushes on the propeller;
(b) Because of the four forces at work;
(c) Because it is pushed upward by the power from the
engine
;
(d) Because it is buoyed up by the air it displaces,
8. Wliich of the followiivr causes a kite to fly?. ( )
(a) The weight of the tail;
(b) The horizontal push of the wind;
(c) The flier increases the speed by running against the
wind
;
(d) The string is pulled at an angle to the wind.
3. Airplanes can be identified by • ( )
(a) By its airfoils; (b) by its propeller; (c) by its
fuselage; (d) by its thrust; (e) by its vertical axis
4. The force which causes the kite to move ( )
(a) the wind; (b) the drag; (c) the weight; (d) the air;
(e) the thrust.
5. Name the parts of the airplane.
6. Define at least five types of planes.
7. What causes an airplane to turn?
8. What methods are used to make flying safe?
TRUE FALSE
9. Air is not a real substance f )
10. Air can be weighed ( )
11. vVhat is the purpose of the elevator of an airplane?
Rudder? Fin? Aileron?
r-
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TEST
f Continued
)
IE. Define the following;
(a) helicopter (e) roll
(b) fin (f) yaw
(o) fuselage (g) rudder
(d) pilot (h) monoplane
(o) insignia (m) aviator
(i) pitoh
( j) HC plane
(k) m plane
(1) elevator
(n) gravity
15. Sound may be o&used by. • (
(a) looomotive whistles; (b) a tuning fork; (o) a
vibrating body; (d) pitoh and intensity; (e) by the
atmosphere.
)
14. All vibrations produce sane anount of sound ( )
15. The intensity of sound is caused by ( )
(a) noise; (b) compressed air; (o) musical instruments;
(d) pitch; (e) by elastic air.
16. Which of the following carries aound from one place to
another ( )
(a) locomotive whittle: (b) air; (c) pitch; and
intensity; (d) noise; (e) the ataosphere.
17. Which of the following is the best carrier of sound...
( )
(a) metal; (b) wood; (c) air; (d) pitch; (e) siphon
18. Does the normal rate of bresi thing in human beings differ
from animals with lungs .....( )
19. Is breathing taking in ......•..•.....«.•( )
(a) oxygen; fb) oxidation; io) carbon dioxide; (d) nucleus
20. Which of tbte following gases does pure air consist
)
(a) phosphorus; (b) lime; (c) oxygen; (d) bacteria;
(e) nitrogen.
21. Which of the following temper itures are the proper
temperature for the avera,?e home?......... ( )
(a) 85°; (b) 72°; (o) 68°; (d) 99^; (e) 70°.

TEST
( Cont inued
)
2£« How many systems of ventilation are loiown? ( )
(a) six; (b) one; (c) three; (d) two; (e) four
23. In an air-tight compartment 85° F., with carbon
dioxide raised to 4;^, how can the proper air movemaats
be started?
24. Ifame three things which cause air to be impure.
TEST YOUR HSS^HI^
Test one another's hearing in your class. Hold a
watoh about six inches from the ear of a classmate or
ooR^anion, with his other ear covered. Can he hear the
ticking of the watch? Place the watch at a distance of
one foot. Ca]i he hear now? If he can hoar the ticlts at
a distance of eighteen inches his hearing is normal.
In what two ways could the hearing be abnormal?
Test the other ear inthe same way. Is hearing
equally good in both ears? How many have normal hearing?
How many are above normal? Below IJormal? Find average
hearing distance for the class. Is it above or below
eighteen inches? If defects are found, what would you
suggeetdoing?

CHAPTER VII.
VD. PIRE: lIAfi'S PRIEI© AWD EmfY
IHTROPUCTIOK
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Fire is a very important discovery, very useful, also
dangeroua. Man learned many years ago that his food tasted
better when cooked by fire; that fire would help him in
obtaining metals from rocks; help him in making pottery;
making bricks, and many other useful articles.
Fire is used almost in all things we use for our
coTTifort in everyday life. Fire must have oonpany in order
to burn, that is, oxygen, a gas in the air. Oxygen will
not subdue fire, but will encourage it.
In this lesson plan the writer hopes to demonstrate
how to prevent a substance from burning, how, and vh&t to
use in fighting a fire.
i
i
c
I, LESSOU PLAK 1
Subject. What is a flame?
Teaoher*8 Aim . That pupil may have a clearer under-
standing of fire; what causes it to burn.
Materials Used . Candle stick, salt, nail, heavy paper,
cmd matches.
Proc edur e
.
Light candle. Quickly put a piece of heavy
paper edgewise down into the flame and remove it. Observe
where it ia charred, or burned slightly, and where wax
collects on the paper. Repeat until you are sure you know.
Put a cold nail into the candle flame, and observe whether
the flame smokes or not. Dip a matohstick in water, and
then in salt. Hold the stick in the candle flame. Observe
any change in appearance of the flame*
Note . Does the center of flame seem to be cooler than
the outer edges? Can the pupil see tho blue outer part
of the flame? Can the pupil see the blue outer part of
the flame in a dark room? Does cooling a flame make more
smoke? Does salt give color to a flame?
Conclusion. Select the correct answer.
(a) A flame is made up of heat, light, and smoke, mixed with
fuel.
(b) A flame is a mixture of heated gases and carbon gives
off heat and light.
(c) A flame results from the fuel becoming heated from
friction with the air.
REFERENCE
Smith, Trafton, and Teeters, Exploring Solenoe .J.B. Lippin-
cott Company, Kow York, 1942, Pp, 224-5
•
c
II, LESSON PXAN 2
3ttt).1eot ^ Does fire need air?
Teacher *s Aim . For pupil to find whether fire will
really Burn witHout air and why fire smokes.
Materials Used . Small jar, large Jar, candle, matches,
cover for jars,
Pr£eedure. Put a lighted candle in a small jar, with
the top open. IJote the length of time the candle burns.
Take cardie oat of small jar, and place it in the large jar»
Cover the jsr q.uickly and note the time it burns by counting
the number of seconds. Turn the an all jar upside down to
pour out the gases it has obtained. Put right side up, and
put a lighted candle in it. Cover jar quickly, and note
the time the candle burns.
Conclusion . Fired depends upon which of the follow-
ing ( )
(a) Fire does not depend upon air to keep it burning.
(b) Fires will burn equally well with large or small amounts
of air.
(c) The length of time a fire bums depends upon the amount
of air available.
REFERMCES
Smith, Trafton, Teeters, Eyplorjjig Science . J.B. lippinoott
Corapony, Chicago, 111., 1942. Pp. 214-219.

III. LE330B PIAN 3
SuTojeot . Observing the air used in "burning.
Teacher's Aim . To demonstrate and allow pupil to
determine whether all the air is used in burning.
Materials Used . Two-inch candle; glass jar; matches;
wide flat cork; splint; and glass plate.
Procedure . Light flat end of the candle and place
firmly on cork, float cork in the dish which water has been
poured, light the candle; place .jar over the lighted candle,
with mouth of jar just under the water, hold the jar over
the candle until it goes out.
V?hen candle goes out, take candle and cork from under
the bottle and cover bottle with the glass plate. Be sure
to do this while the mouth of the jar is under the water.
Lift out of water keeping plate tight over mouth of jar.
Light splint quickly; emerge burning splint in the bottle.
liote . Bid candle go out? What happened to the water
in the jar? Why? Did the splint burn in bottle? V/hy?
Conclusion . Is all of the air mixture used up in the
burning process? IJo. Y/hat is the name of the gas in the
air that supports burning? A-nswer. Oxygen.
REPSKEMGES
Craig, Serald 3,, Science For The Elementary 3ohool Teacher
.
Sinn and Company, Boston, 1940. P. 167.

IV. LE330i!I PLAN 4
Sub
.i e g
t
« Which fuel produces most heat?
Teacher* s Aim « To demonstrate the fuel producing
most heat.
Ifaterials Used . Soft coal; hard coal; wood; charcoal;
matc'^es; close-netted heavy wire; splints; bunsen burner
and tripod.
Procedure . Instead of Bunsen burner and tripod, you
may male© four posts with bricics and place wire over tho
four poets made of bricks, place equally sized and distance
in a circle pieces of wood; charcoal; soft coal; hard coal;
and splint on wire; then build fire or use tripod and
Bunsen burner under so the heat will be applied to the
center of circle, continue to heat until each piece of fuel
begins to bum or anoke.
Note . Which burns fastest? Slowest?
Which produces most heat?
Did they all bum? If not, why?
Which fuel began burning at low temperature?
High temperature?
Oonolusion . '*^at causes the fuel to burn? Anaer:
Union of carbon and oxygen. Which fiiel produces most heat?
REFERiiHCES
Prasier, George W., Dolman, Helen, and Others, How and Why
Experiment
8
. The I.W. Singer Cornpany, 1939, Chicago,
Illinois, ^. 192*197

QUESTIOUS FOR OOUTIKUED SffiUDy
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 •
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Burning is one form of oxidation. What does oxidation
mean?
Are there gaeos in your school room? ^.Vhat prases compose
the air?
Materials that cannot bum are known by what name?
list five inflammable materials.
Define burning.
Does fanning of air have effect on burning substance?
How would you dempen a fire?
Why are blowers used in iron foundries and blacksmith
shops?
Do you know hov? to regulate a gas flame? Explain telling
the heighth flame should be, and distance the cocking
vessel should be to give most heat.
Find out Joseph Priestley's biography to know why his
name is mentioned in science?
What is the best way to rescue a person whose clothing
is on fire?
Will sand or rug thrown on a anall fire put it out?
Vlfhat important gases are in the air besides oxygen?
How can one keep light globes from causing fires?
What is covering on electric wires called? What is it
for?
V/hat causes a fire?
nter, Harry A., and Wood, George 0., Our Environment
Its Relation To Us
.
Allyn and Bacon, 1946.
Chapter X-XI.
REPERSHCES

V. LESSOIf PLAII 6
Chemloal Changes Without Fire : We have learned that fire or
l)uming is due to oxidation. But fire is not the only way
of oxidation. Why do rocks crumhle and turn to soil?
S?hy do irons turn to rust when e^qposed to the weather?
Did you ever realize that the hardening of paint is a form
of burning? Plants, and our body need oxygen.
Subject . How much oxygen is there in air?
Teaoher*a Aim. To demonstrate how much oxygen there
is in the air.
Materials Used . Straight-sided jar; water; iron
filir^s; colored water; rubber band; iron support; some
makeshift to hold jar firmly; glass plate; splinter of wood;
steel wool can be used instead of iron filings. In this
case put a bit of the steel wool in the bottom of the jar.
Procedure. Pill jar with water and then empty, leaving
water particles clinging to sides and bottom; put in iron
filin/TS or steel wool; roll and shake until filings are
clinp-ing to sides, held by water droplets. Pour out excess
filings. Turn jar upside down into pan of colored water.
Mark with rubber band where the water rises inside jar.
Let stand for tvio days and note position of water inside jar.
What are your observations? Slip the glass plate under the
mouth of the jar and remove from water. Put a burning
piece 01 wood (small) in the jar. What ha|)pened? Does this

mean that all oxygen has been removed from the air? No.
But, some of it has about one-fifth of the air in the Jar
was oxygen.
Oonclusion . What part of the air in the Jar was
oxygen? Is there any ohange in the color of the filings?
What happened to this oxygen? Oxygen mixed with iron
filings or lieel wool from iron oxide or oorarr.only speaking
iron rust; air was taken away causing water to rise about
one fifth of way up the Jar. Is this slow oxidation or
rapid oxidation?
REPERBHCES
Crai^, Gerald S., Science For The Elementary Sohool Teacher
.
Ginn and Company, 1940 . Pp. 162-183.
c
VI, lESSOM PLM 6
Sub.1eot « Observing seed germination and its needs.
Teaoher*s Ajm , yor pupil to observe the necessary
environment for seeds to germinate and develop. Eaoh child
may do this experiment in their home or school.
Materials Used . Obtain seeds from a seed store not
a grocery store, for example, bean, corn, or any kind of
seed available from a seed store; blotting paper; two
saucers or jars; water.
Procedure . Cut blotting paper to fit saucers or jars
in which the seeds are to be germinated. Moisten blotting
paper, put on saucer, place seeds on blotting paper. Cover
with another piece of blotting paper. Keep moist until
seeds germinate. Be sure they are iept moist and not wet.
Keep plant and watch until it dies.
Nojbe. Can plants live without soil? How long can seed
plant live without soil? How long did it take seed to show
Bign of growth or sprout? Why did plant die?
Conclusion . The plants do not live after the food
material in the seed leaves has been used up. What food
materials are stored in the seeds? Each seed part is a
leaf and contains starch, proteins, and other food substances
on which the deireloping plant lives while the seed is
germinating. This food supply is sufficient to keep plant
until it is capable of carrying on photosynthesis. Is air
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necessary for seed sprouting and plant growth? Do seeds
spoil when exposed to air on a moist blotter? Does the
rate of seed growth depend on where containers are placed?
RHFEEMGES
Qaig, Gerald S., Soienoe For The Elementary School Teacher
.
194Q. Pp. 290-298.

QUEarioxJs for cqntinued study
1. Oxidation may be slow or rapid. Is combustion slow or
rapid oxidation?
£. What happens to iron when exposed to damp air?
3* What icind of oxidation does this show?
4« How oan rusting of iron or steel be prevented?
5. Tell of any slow oxidation that you have obsarved or can
be observed.
6. V^hat is galvanized iron? Why?
7» Why is turpentine sometimes added to paint?
8» Why will painters' olothes or garage men's clothes catch
fire quickly?
9. l^ame some combustible articles,
10. What is spontaneous combustion?
11. aVhy should we avoid crowds during epidemics?
12. Make a list of fire preventions. Posters.
13. How should your room be ventilated in winter?
14. Explain why mouth breathing is dangerous?
15. Explain why children breathe through their mouths.
16. Tell why you should not remain in dusty places.
17. How can worlOBrs protect themselves from dust and sprayings
of paints?
18. List three advantages of deep breathing.
19. What should one do in the treatment of a cold?
20. Why is good posture necessary for deep breathing?
21. What kind of proaess is decay?
22. Hame three ways to turn inia fire alarm.
255. Why are false alarms bad?
24. When telephoning to report a fire, of what should you be
sure?
REFERSHCE3
Smith, V.C., Trafton^ Teeters, Exploring Science , J.B* Lippin-
00 tt Company, 1942. Pp. 201-249
.
c
THE GAS THAT EXTINGUISHES FIRE
IBTRODUCTIOH
Suppose fire started in your school without warning. Vifould
you have time to look up telephone numbers or directions to
useV It is heat you study now. "Safety First" should be
your slogan. A fire extinguisher should be on hand and
every student above second grade should know how to use it.
Fiirj extinguishing gives or makes carbon dioxide, one of the
necessary materials for extinguishing fire. Have you ever
watched a fountain attendant make an ice cream soda? He
puts ice cream and syrup into a glass, and then adds water
mixture with carbon dioxide. The warmth of the air and the
lower pressure causes bubbles to rise, which are caught
in the ice croara to make an appetizing looking foam. The
carbon dioxide is stored under the fountain in a metal tank,
and is mixed with the water by a valve which the attendant
operates. Do you know that "Dry Ice" is solid carbon dioxide?
When you breathe you are making this fire extinguishing gas.
Carbon dioxide is not a food for us. It is food for plants.
Plants take in carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. In the
following lesson plans the writer shall attempt a study of
this necessary gas.
o
VII. LSSSOH PIAH 7
Sub jeot . Discovering where carbon dioxide can be found.
^x'eaoher ' 3 Aim . To show where, how, and what carbon
dioxide is; to bring to class simple experiments for proof.
Materials Used . Beaker or tumbler; rubber or crlass tube
and pint milk bottle; stick; plate; vinegar or soda; stopper;
limewater. Make these experiments in presence of teacher.
Procedure Put soda in glass tumbler. Pour vinegar
on soda. The mixture bubbles. Cover tumbler with a plate.
Remove the plate; quickly put in a burning stick into the
tumbler. What happens? What gas formed?
Second Teat for Carbon Dioxide . Make carbon dioxide
with vinegar and soda. Make in bottle. When the mixture
bubbles, let csirbon dioxide come off through a glass or
rubber tube in a tumbler of limewater. What happens to
limewater?
Conclusion . Here you have learned two ways of testing
for carbon dioxide. One way of testing for oxygen. If you
have observed carefully and learned how to differentiate
the two, you have learned something very necessary and
important
.
REFSHRNCES
Craig, Gerald 3., Science For The Ijllementary school Teacher
.
Ginn and Company, 1940. Pp. 185-186.
Frasier, George W., Dolman, Helen, and Others, How and Why
Exp crimen ts . The L.W. Singer Company, 1939, Chicago.
Pp. 203-205.
€
VIII, LESSON PLAU 6
Subject , What gas do fish give off into the air?
•Teacher 's Aim * To discover the gas which fish ^ive to
the air, and what would happen if the fish is unable to give
off this gas.
Materials Used . An aquarium "bought; a large glass jar
or bowl, small fish, limevjater, and ordinary water.
Procedure . Place fish (not a gold fish) in water that
has been boiled and allowed to cool. When fish appears to be
dying, change it to a glass vessel with ordinary water in it.
Why was the water first boiled?
What happened to the fish after it had been in the Jar
for a short time?
What happened to the fish when it was removed to
ordinary water?
What must be present in water if fish is to live?
What happened to the limewater after the fish had been
in for a few minutes?
What causes the lime water to make this change?
Conclusi on . Air may be removed from water by boiling.
Pish removes oxygen from the water and gives carbon dioxide
to water. Fish will die if left in water from which oxygen
is removed.
If an aquarium is properly balanced, it is not necessary
to change the water to iceep the fish alive.
Plants in an aquarium give oxygen to the water and use
rc
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the carbon dioxide given off by the fish
REPERMCES
Powers, S.R., Ueuner, Bruner, H»B., Sxplorlnp: Our World
.
Ginn and Company, 1940. Chapter IlTT
I

IX. LB330U PLAII 9
Subject. What causes effervesoenoe?
Teacher's Aim . To show why ao da water, ice cream soda,
and other mixtures as lemon juice, baking soda, sour inillc,
effervesce.
Materials Used . Lemon juice or vinegar; baking soda;
water; cork or rabber stopper; tumbler; bottle that can be
fastened that gas may not escape.
Procedure. Put in the bottle, a toasponnful of
baking soda and fill bottle partly with water, then add
four or five teaspconsfuls of lemon juice or vinegar.
Quickly put in stopper which you have dainpened in water.
Uote . What takes place in bottle?
Why does the effervescing stop?
When pressure is released, what do you notice?
This gas formed is called carbon dioxide.
Conclusion . Explain how this experiment solves the
subject question. Answer: When baking soda, water, and
vinegar or lemon juice are mixed this forms the gas carbon
dioxide, w'heri stopper is removed, this releases the
pressure of the gas, and the gas escaping produces bubbles
or effervescence.
REFERENCES
Craig, Gerald 3,, Science For -i'he Elementary School Teacher
.
Oinn and Company, 1940. Pp. 185-186.

X. LE330U PLAi* 10
Sub jeot * Making a fire extinguisher.
'i'eaoher *8 Aim » To supervise t he making of a fire
ertinguisher and practice with it to prove its usefulness.
Fate rial 8 Used . A wide mouthed bottle; cork to fit
bottle; glass tube; water; cup; baking soda; vinegar;
small bottle; metal tray; fire,
Prooedur
e
. ITake this experiment in teacher's presence.
Make a hole in the cork large enough to insert cork and put
in glass tube. Pour a oup of water into bottle and several
tablespoons of soda. Stand the small bottle with vinegar in
the bottle almost full. Place cork tightly in the bottle.
Make a small fire on tray. Holding cork with your fingers,
quickly turn bottle upside down, pointing tube toward fire,
Mote. What happens when bottle is turned upside down?
What gas is formed?
The carbon dioxide will come or push through tube
putting out fire.
What does this gas keep away from fire? Yes,
oxygen. !Jo f tro can burn without oxygen. The vinegar and
soda will mix and form carbon dioxide whiohsmothers out the
fire.
Conclusion , What are the bubbles? i^oea carbon dioxide
gas bum? How does a fire extinguisher stop a fire: What
materials are needed for making this type of fire extinguisher
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cmd what are the advantages of having this gas generator?
How can you ecoount for any pressure which may have developed
in the liquid?
REFEHENCES
Frazier, Dolmau and Others, How and Vfhy 'Sxporiments, L.W.
Singer Company, 1939. Pp. 203-205.
•

iiUEi3TIOK3 FOH COHTIiJUED STUDY
!• Why is it a good policy to sleep with windows open?
2. Is it the carbon dioxide in the air which makes it
necessary for sleeping in rooms with windows open?
Why?
3. Is a portable gas or oil stove considered a good way of
warminf^ your home? i^hy?
4. When baking soda is mixed with sour milk, a bubbling
starts. Why?
5. Suppose you had a bottle of colorless pas called carbon
dioxide, how can you test it?
6. What gas comes from soda and lemon juice when mixed?
7. Think, how did soda water get its name?
8. What causes holes in bread and certain kines of oheese?
9. What happens when water is mixed with baking powder?
10. What is dry ice?
11. What is the action of sour milk and baking soda in cake
making?
1E» How do sodamints act in the stomach?
IS. What are the advantages and disadvantages in the use of
dry ice?
14. Try and visit your fire departnent. Ask them for
explanations concerning methods used in chemical fire
engines, or have some one from fire department visit your
class. Have a list prepared of questions for information
ready to ask.
15. Inquire about your portable fire extinguisher. Learn how
to use it •
16. What acid is used in commercial fire extinguishers.
17. Investigate and find out if other substances are used
in fire extinguishers.
18. What is the firefoam method of extinguishing fires?
19. Is this method of extinguishing fires valuable? Why?
m
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!• Whioh of the following are neooseary In cooping a flane
li£?hted?« • )
(a) carbon dioxide; (b) iiitrogen; (o) high enough
teninerature; (d) oombustible- gas ; (e) oxygon.
£• for what is Joseph Priestley famous? ( )
(h) di 800very of carboii dioxide; (h) founder of the
compoaition of air; (o) learned how to test forcerbon
dioxide; (d) discovered oxygen; (c) founder of non-
inflanffnable subatanoes*
S» Which of the following may cause spontaneous eombustion?
; ( )
(a) fir© ctarap In mines; (b) Iron f illn<^s; (o) painters*
oily waste; (d) coal gas; (©} sulphur.
4« Icflamraablt: m£iteriala will not bum without •#( )
(a) carbon; (b) nitrogen; (c) water; (d) carbon dioxide;
(g) oxyy^en.
Below are exarapltsa of cotabuation* If the example is slow
combustiont write 3; and If rapid oorabastion, write R.
Use of food in the body. .••....«•« •«••••..«•( )
6« Decay of a fallen tree in the fore^t «••.••#••••..•• ( }
7« Burning of fuel oil*.* ( )
8« Lighting a match..** ••..•*.« ( }
9* Oonsumpticn of frasoline in a motor. ( )
10* HuBtin^r of iron***** • • ( )
11* Herdcnln^r of oil paint* ***... *.• •*( )
1£* Use of fresh stable imnure in hotbeds* .•.••.•••.*•• ( )
13* Which of the following? e-ases is essonti^l for most
llTliig things?****. *. ( )
(a) oxygen; (b) coal gas; (o) hydroren; (d) carbon dioxide;
(e) nitrogen.
€
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TEST
( Continued)
14. If the gas range burners are diffioult to light, and if
they burn a roar producing very short blue flamos, what
is the proper adjustment to make? ( )
(a) lower the burner so it will be farther from the
cooking pans; (b) turn valve up and produce a longer flame;
(c) raise burner close to cooking utensils; (d) reduce
the amount of gas and increase the air in mixer; (e) re-
duce the amount of air and increase the gas in mixor.
15. lihat is the scientific name for burning? ........... ( )
fe) oxidation; (b ^liat illation; (c) pasteurization; (d)
innoculation; (e) hydration.
16. //hat substance is burning in a candle flame? .{ )
(a) liquid wax; (b) a gas from the wax; (c) the wick;
(d) solid was; (e) an oil produced by the heat.
17. yiThat part of air can be used in the burning process?
{a)*2/5;\*b)'i/2; \*c)*6/8;*{d)'i/i6r(^
18. A lighted candle is placed in a covered jar. i'he
candle flame will ...( )
(a) bum until the oxygen is used up; (b } cause an
explosion; (c) burn until the candle is used up; (c)
continue to burn indefinitely; (e) burn until the flame
is smothered by smoke.
19. Which of the following conditions are needed for com-
bustion when we wish to strike a match? • ( )
(a) carbon dioxide; (b) oxygen; (c) fuel; (d) high
temperature for kindling; (e) rough surface.
20. Limewater is a substance used for testing for ( )
(a) nitrogen; (b) oxygen; (c) acid; (d) carbon; (e)
carbon dioxide.
21. Pressure is created in a fire extinguisher through the
production of the gas called ••.» *.......•( )
(a) oxygen: (b) water vapor; (c) carbon a ioxiao ; id)
hydrogen; (e) nitrogen.

TEST
fOontimed
)
S2» Which of the following atatements is false about carbon
dioxide? « ( )
(a) produces "bubbles in soda water; (b) proauces
cloudiness in limewater; (c) causes flames to burn more
brightly; (d) is formed when acid touches marble;
(e) is formed by a burning candle.
23. What is the most important thing- breathing does for the
body? ( )
(a) keeps tissues moist; (b) provides food from air;
(c) provides moit-ture from the air; (d) provides oxygen;
(e) kills germs in the body.
E4» Why is it that lima beans planted in very wet soil do not
sprout well? •.«.•••.•..« • ..•••( )
(a) they get too much oxygen; (b) they arc choked with
weeds; (cl they do not got enough sunshine; (d) they
should be covered with water; (e) they do not get enough
oxygen.
EEFERMCB3
Craig, Gerald 3., Science For The 1:11 ementary School Teacher,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Chsqpters VIII, IX, XL.
Smith and Trafton, Exploring Science , J.B. Lippinoott Company,
Chicago, 19^12. Pp. 67-122; 201-856.
Carpenter and Wood, Our -Environment Its Eelation To Us
,
Allyn and Sacon, Hew York, l^Z. Pp. 159-325.

CHAPTER VIII.
VIH. HOW MAGNETISM AUD EUSCTR101?WORK
INTRODUCTION
Do you know the story of Benjamin Prariklin? Do you
kiiow what electricity is? We will not be ahle to understand
and kno'-v all about electricity (.vithout special training in
physics and arithnetic, but with a few? experiments we
can get an idea of what electricity is.
There are scientists who have made many discoveries
in the uses of electricity. Without electricity we could
not enjoy the conveniences we now have. What is magnetism?
Do magnets have poles? Do you know there are different
kinds of magnets. V/ell, we will learn something about
magnetism, its work, and power.
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!• LE330U 2UM 1
Subject. The behavior of magnets.
Ter: Cher's Aim. To teach pupils to observe and recofmize
mapBete and their work.
Materials Used. Secure bar magnet, nails, tacks,
penny, gold ring or pin; silver coin, saw dust, straight
pin, needle, iron filings, tin.
Procedure. Examine bar magnet. Bring it near the
nails, tacks, brass key, gold ring or pin, silver coin,
saw dust, straight pin, needle, iron filings.
Which objects are attracted and which are not attracted
by the magnet? Itognetize the needle by stroking it from
middle to the point, across one end of the magnet. Kepee.t
several times. Tost both enas of the needle with the
nails, brass key, etc., as you did the bar magnet. Is the
needle a magnet? See whether a nail which is being held by
a magnet will pick up other nails. Will it? Is the nail
a magnet?
Conclusion. vVhich things in this experiment can be
magnetized? Of what are they made? How can you test
whether or not an object is a magnet?
REFSREHGSS
Arey, Charles IC, Science I£xpcrionces xcr ileraentary Schccls,
Bur. Pub. Teachers Col. Columbia Univ. ,11. Y. , 194£ .Pp . 50-9.
Compton's Pictured .Inoyclopedie, Vol. 9 K.. F.K. Compton and
Gomp&ny, Chicago, 1947. Pp« 23*5
•
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II. LEi3301i PLAU 2
Sub Jeot . Do magnets have poles? What will happen if
the two magnets are held together?
Teaoher*s Mm * To let pupil maJce an experiment to
discover the magnet's behavior. ^
Materials Used . Two bar magnets, piece of heavy
thread, magnetic needle, iron filings, straightened wire,
paper clip, or screw driver, piece of chalk, wire cutting
pliers.
Procedure . Magnetize the straightened paper clip or
screw driver by stroking it across a bar magnet as the
needle was magnetiized in LesBon Mo* 1. Place the magnetized
paper clip upon a piece of white paper and sprinkle iron
filings over it. How, lift the clip out of the filings,
or magnetized the screw driver and pick up thumb tack. To
what parts of the clip do the iron filings cling? Screw
driver? The end of a magnet .that attracts the iron filings
are called its poles.
Put a flat cork in a dish of water, carefully place
a needle which has been rubbed with a magnet. Wait for the
cork to stop turning. How does the needle point, due east
and west, or noifch and south?
Get a bar magnet; mark each end with chalk, one north
and other end south. Take a second bar magnet in your
hands with the ends marked; bring the north-seeking pole near
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the north-seeking pble of the hanging magnet. Try the •
south-seeking poles in the same way. Try the opposite ends
the same way.
CHART VI
READ YOUR OBSBRVATIOUS IJS THPl TABIF. BEIOW
Opposing EITEGT
Poles Use Words Repel or Attract in Each Case
like Poles
li - li
like Poles
Unlike Poles
N - 3
Unlike Poles
S - K
Conclusion, Complete the following statement:
When the polos of two raagnote are pieced near eabh
RSFEREiiCES
Prazier, G.W., Dolman, E,, and Others. The How and '?hy Clnb,
The I.W. Singer Company, Chicago, 19.^9. Pp. 272-282.
c
QUSSTIOJTS FOR COHTIUUED STUDY
1. Bo large magnets "become magnetized? How,
2. Read the ancients knowledge about magnets.
5. Can you tell wh£i.t is a loadstone?
4. What is a magnetic compass?
5. DoeK the mariner's compass point true i^orth? Why?
6* A compass needle points generally Horth and South. Why?
7. What substances can be magnetized temporarily?
8. Does a cargo of iron affect the compass of a ship? »yhy?
9. lilxplain "box the compass?"
10- Describe the 8i*been points of a compass.
11. Name substances that can be magnetized for unlimited time.
IZ, Find out the meaning of lode.
13. Explain a loadstone's woric or its power for demonstrating
a way or path.
14. Could a machine be made to move by magnetism? Explain.
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia , F.E. Compton and Comj^any,
Chicago, 1944. Vol. 9 M. Pp. 34-5.
Frazier, G,7f., Dolman, n.,.and Others, The Hotv and Why Club
,
The I.W. Singer Company, Syracuse, 1939. :;?p. 266-285.
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III. liESSOU PLAH 3
Subject. Constructing an sleet roma»-ne t
.
Teacher's Aim. To demonstrate how to construct an
electromagnet*
Materials Used. A hip;: nail or spike; hell wire; dry
cell; thumh-tacics ; paper clips and nails.
Procedure. Take a nail or spike, wind the door-hell
wire around it
»
making two or three layers of wire; fasten
the two ends of wire to the terminals of the dry cell under
posts of dry cell. Be sure to tear off insulation on wire
that is fastened under posts* dry cell. Test your magnet,
(nail which hsta hocome your electromagnet) hy seeing
whether it will pick up clips, nail, or thumh-tacks.
Note. What happens? Unfnsten one end of wire. Test
again. What happens? Did the end of "big nail pick up
articles? Is hig nail still a magnet?
Oonclusion. What is an electromagnet?
Jnder what conditions only will an electromagnet work?
The soft iron or hig nail, which is called the core,
will not attract the ohjects.
Craig, Gerald 3,, ooience For i.'he Elementary iichool Teacher,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Chapter XX.

IV. LEi3S01I PLAM 4
Subject. Will salt solution produce an eleotrio
current ?
Teacher *s Aim . To demonstrate how to produce an
electric current from salt solution.
Materials Used . Table salt, one tablespoon; strip
zinc; carbon rod or plate; pieces of covorad copper wire;
each twelve inches long; water glass; water; mariner's
compass
•
Procedure. Dissolve the salt in full glass of water.
If the zinc strip and carbon rod do not have Binding posts,
strip some of the covering from the ends of two wires.
Strip enough of the covering to wrap a turn or two of one
bare wire around one end of the zinc strip and one end of
the other bare wire around 4jne end of the carbon rod. Do
not let them touch each other. Connect the wire leading
from the carbon rod. Bring the mariner's compass near
the wire. If the needle moves, it shows that the current
is flowing through the wire. Describe what happens.
Conclusion . Did the salt solution produce an eleotrio
current? Describe what happened.
Test other solutions. Such as lemon juice, vinegar,
or any other acid^ in water, baiing or washing- soda.
RSFEH3UCES
Craig, Gerald S., Science For the Elementary School Teacher
,
Ginn and Company, 1940. Pp. 456^461.

QUESTIONS FOR coiiTcrjED apin«
1. Explain the difference between a pemanent magent and
an electromag-net
.
2* Describe an electric crane,
5. Vhst is an aim a 'cure?
4. What is a wet cell?
5* What is a dry battery?
6« What is a storage battel^"
7. Are magnets used in electric motors?
8. Are flashlight cells connected in series or in parallel?
9. Is a dry cell really dry? E^cplain,
10 • What common sources of electric current can you name?
c
V. LESSON PIAN 5
Subjcot
.
Obtaining heat from an electric current,
T e ach er ' s Aim , I'o demonstrate how heat can "be obtained
from an electric current.
Materials Used . Dry cells, copper wire for connections
iron resistance wire, water plass, thermometer.
Procedure . Connect several dry cells together by
running a wire from the center post of one cell to the
side post of the next cell. Mate a ooil of wire by winding
about one foot of iron wire around a pencil. Fill the
glass with water and taice its temperature with the
thermometer. Attachthe coil to the remaining- posts of the
cells and insert it in the water. Watch the thermometer
for five or ten minute. s. Disconnect the cells.
Note . vVas the temperature of the water changed? How
much? Did the wire have anythinr to do with this change?
Conclusion . By the use of wire made of metal of high
resisting temperature, it is possible to obtain heat.
Directions . Are the following group of words below
common sources of useful electric current? If so, write
true or false for the answer.
T-P
1* Wires placed underground ...( )
2. Fuses ( )
3# Heating elements in electric irons.. f )
4. Hadio aerials ( )
5. Storage batteries, .....( )
c
VI. LE330ii PLAII 6
aubjeot. Can you read your electric meter?
Teacher^ s Alra » To tc&oh rules for reading an eloctrlo
meter •
Materials Used * Secure copies of oleotrio bills (old
ones from home)
.
ProoedUx e > Read your meter at home. Each of the dials,
when hand is pointing to a place between two numbers,
always read the smaller of the two numbers. Read your meter
at the end of each week for two weeks; record your readings
belov7. Find kilowatt hours for each week.
CHAR'i? VII
Reading Date Ifumber of Kilowatt Hours
First Week
Second I'/eek
Amount Used
Conclusion . Give rule for reading an electric meter.

QUESTIOi^S FOR COIJTINUKD aTUDY
!• Only an electrician should be employed to repair or
change eleotric-light wiring in the home. Why?
£• It is very dangerous to use oversized fuses. Ifhy?
3# 'y'i'hat is an electric fuse?
4* What is nichrome wire?
5. Ho?v? does an electric iron work?
6. Can j'ou name examples of the use of electric heat?
7. What capacity fuse rshould he used in the ordinary house
lightlaer circuit?
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TE3T
HOW MAGIJETI3M Axil) ELECTRICITY
1. 'ATiloh of the following substances is attracted by a
magnet? • ( )
(a) iron; (b) brass; fc) vvoou ; fd) paper; (e) silver,
2. V/hat is loadstone? { )
(a) a natural magnet; (b) a bar magnet; (o) magnetized
piece of steel; Td) a compass; (e) magnetic pole.
Z» The no rth- seeking pole of one magnet and the south-seeking
pole of another will... ..( )
(a) repel each other and then attract; (b) repel each
other; (c) attract each other; (d) first attract each
other and then repel.
4* vYhioh of the following substances can be magnetized
p e rmanent 1;/? ( )
(a) silver; (b) iron; (c) brass; (d) steel; (e) gold.
5. The nor th-seelcinp- poles of tsvo m.gnetn will ( )
(a) first repel each other and then attract; fb) show
neither attraction nor repulsion; (o) first attract each
other anu then repel; (d) repel each other; (e) attract
each other.
6. Which of the following substances is attracted by a
ma^^rnet? ( )
(a) cotton; (b) copper; (o) glass; (d) p-old; (e) steel.
7. Write R after each of the facts below which shows that
eleotrToity and magnetism are related; ^ after those of
magnotiam; E for those of electricity.
Permanent magnets are made of steel { )
8. An iron nail in contact with a magnet is itself
magnetized ( )
9. Thin iron wire carrying much electric current beomes
hot ( )
10. Hagnets attract iron and steel { )
11. In making oloctric current useful, inculated wire coils
are used • ( )
12. VVhen an electric current is flevying in a wire near a
oompasSy the needle is turned. ••••«.•....««•••••«• «( )
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TEST
( Continued)
IS. What is the most serious danger In tampering with house
wiring? • « • ( )
(a) cause the lights to gc out; (Td) cause a fire in the
house; (o) cause the electric company to shut off the
current; (d) cbubg meter to rerrister more current than is
used; (e) weaken the electric current,
14. When replacing a burned cut fuse, we should aiways use.
(a) one made by sarae company; (b) one with higher rating;
io) one with lov/er rating; (d) one bought at same place;
(e) one with same rating stamped upon it.
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CHAPTIiH IZ.
IX* HE.'^: W^T MAY AFFECT GASES, LIQUIDS
kllD SOLIDS
IITPRODUOTIOH
Man csnnot live in very cold or very hot climates.
Ee is Aepencient upon the action of heat upon his body and
upon the world of thinp-s in which he lix'-cs. Changes in
temperature cfiuseE5 changes in things. An increase in
temperature causes ohjects to expand or tafce up more apace*
A decrease in temperature causes ohjeots to contract or
take up lese space.
If an ohjoct is exposed to heat, it may melt ejid "become
a liquid. If a liquid is exposed to heat, it may coil.
evaporate into a pas. However, these temperatures and
pressure in all sulstances occur at different temperatui'es
•
That is v;hy we use paraffin and solder in the home.
Yes, people are wasteful in fuel and refri,q:erat ion
hecauvse they do not know about freezing and boiling
temperaturcB of plain water.
'
—— .
J
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I. LE3301I PLAN 1
Heat at different temperatures causes objeots to expand
and contraot. Have you notioed that the mercury in the
thermometer es^ands In summer and contracts in fall or
winter?
Subject. How hoat affects different objects.
Teacher's Aim. To allow pupil to maice an experiment to
Tisualize the affect heat has at different temperatures upon
different objects.
Materials Used. Copper wire; iron support; case iron
ring; piece of copper wire, about three feet long; two-
ounce weight; alcohol lamp.
Procedure. Hanp: the wire from the cast-iron rin^ or
clamp; fasten the weight on the lower end of the wire;
the weight should be close to the floor; but not quite to
touch the floor. Let weight swing back: and forth. Pass
the flame of the alcohol lamp up and down the wire until
it is very hot; or place near the radiator. Try swinging
to see what has happened. Does wire get longer when heated?
How will you find out? Heat causes metals to expand.
Let the wire cool. Does wire become loiter or shorter when
cooled? How ill you find out? Cold causes metal to
contract.
Purchase a compound bar from a scientific supply house
for about fifty cents. Examine the compound bar to see what
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it is made of. (brass and steel) Heat and observe what
happens; repeat sevoral times to prove that this is not
accidental. Brass ea^jands more than steel, hence brass
has longer outside position, '^^hat is compound bar?
iVhat happens to the compound bar when heated? i^fhieh
metal is on outside of the bend? Which raetal expands more
when heated? What heppens when the compound bar cools?
Conclusion . What makes solids expand? Contract?
Do all solids expand at the same rate if the increase in
temperature is the same.
RSPERMCES
Arey, Charles il., oclence 'Experience for Elementary Schools
.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Golambia
University, lew YorK, 1942. Pp. 82-83^
Prazier, Geor^re V/,, Dolman, H. and others. How and Why
Experiments , The L.W, Singer Company, Chicago, 1939.
Pp. 151-168.
V
II. PLM 2
Subject . How heat affeots liqaids.
Teacher* 8 Aim * To allow pupil to observe the affect
of heat on liquids at different teraperaturrs
,
Materia Is Used * Pyrex water bottle; rubber stopper;
glass tube; string; alcohol lamp or Bunseii burner; oast
iron ring.
Procedure * Fill bottle with water; put in a rubber
stopper with a glass tube fitted in it. V?hen you put the
stopper in the bottle, the water should rise a little way
in the tube. Tie the string around the tube at the water
level. Heat ^e water gently in the bottle. You can put
the bottle in a pan of boiling water to do this. What
happens? Tie a string around the tub© at the new?»ter
level. Put the bottle in a pan of ice water. What
happens? Tie a string around the tube at this new water
level.
Conclusion . Do liquids expand and contract? Explain
your answer from what you have seen in this experiment.
How does this experiment explain principles of the
thermometer.
,
Powers, 3.R., Heuner. E.P., Bruner, H.B., Bxplorin.g Our
World, Ginn and Company, 194C. Chapter iV.

Ill, LESSON PLM 3
Subject « Changing the liquid V7ater into a solid.
Tefioher's Ajgi t To show how water can be made into
ice or a solid.
Materials Used . One method requires cans, water, salt,
(instead of cans an ice creajn freezer may be used), and a
thermometer •
Procedure * Artificial ice is manufactured much the
same way as ice cream is made. Place 7mter in ice cream can,
and put into tub; put ice around it, cold brine consisting
of saline and ice, then turn. Brine does not freeze until
it reaches zerb, and as water freezes at 3E^ aboTe zero,
the water in the can turns to ice when the brine reaches a
temperature of 26 to 12° above zero. Use the thermometer
for testineT the temperature before and after freezing.
What happens to the water as a result of rapid
evaporation of the brine? IJotice in ice xiianufacturing how
the brine itself is cooled.
Conclusion , v/hat has caused the lowering of the
temperature of the water in the can? How is ice made?
This process is based on the fact that when evaporation
takes place.
Ho te . iCey words: evaporati oi . the water is going into
the air.
oondensat ion , the water is cooiing
out of the air.

Children should get aii understanding of these words,
especially older children. Doe a water have a definite
volT2ine? How cold is water when it freezes?
REFEHMCES
Craig, Gerald S,, Science for the Elementary School Teacher
.
Ginn and Com^.>any, 1940. P. 216,
Powers, Ifeaner, and Others, Eatplorinor Our .Yorld , Ginn and
CoHpany, 1940. Chapter IV,
QUESTIOHS FOR COHTIKUED STUDY
1, How are dry and wet bulh thermometers used?
£. Will bathing a sick person with alcohol lower hie fever?
3. If you are wet with perspiration, should you get in a
draft? Why?
4. Will watering your yard and house on a hot summer day
lower the temperature inside?
5* If you are traveling in the desert of Arizona, how can
cool water be obtained?
6. Does the water's volume change vihen the shape is changed?
REFIHSI^CES
Craig, Gerald 3., pp. SlE-217.
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, George C.
Allyn and Bacon, 1946, Our Environment and Its Relation to Us
.
Book 1. Pp. 234-237
•
Smith, V.C., Trafton, G.H., and Teeters, W.R., Exploring
Science
.
J.B. Lippincott Company, M.Y., 1942,
Pp. 571.
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QU!i:STI01f3 FOB COHTIUUED STUDY
1. Why do pipes often craoicle when steam is turned
into them?
E. Explain the expansion joint,
3. Have you noticed joints or seams provided in pave-
ment, roads, railroads, tracks? Do you ]aiow why?
4. .Vhy would a cold milk bottle crack or break when
hot water is poured into it?
5. Why do water pipes burst dur irig very cold weather?
6. vVhat liquid is used in theiwometer?
7. iVhat is a clinical thermometer?
8. lixplain why icebergs or ice float?
9. Describe a centigrade thamometer.
10. How do you explain "A high hat" on the milk bottle
durin{r very cold weather?

IV. LESiiOiJ PLM 4
Sub.leot . Vfhen water reaches its boiling point, will
additional heat increase the temperature?
Materials Used . Small can of pure water, small can of
salt water; thermometer; iron support; cast iron ring;
wire gauze; alcohol lamp or Bunsen burner.
Procedure . Put the thermomet er in the can of wat ex
.
Place over lamp until rapid boiling starts. In the table
below, record the temperatures and note ether steam is
given off rapidly or slowl;y from the boiling water. With-
draw, or reduce the flame until gentle boiling occurs.
Then again record the temperature and note the rate at
which steam is given off. Place the thermometer in can
of salt water. Apply heat until rapid boiling occurs.
Record temperature and again note whether stesun is given
off rapidly or slowly. Take from, lamp or burner flame,
record temT)eraturG and note the rate at which steam is
given off. Qjj^^
Zind
of
Water
Pure Water
Salt v/ater
Temperature
'%en Boil-
ing Rapidly
Temperature
IVhen Boil-
ing Gently
(Degrees P.) (Degrees P.) in Rapidly in Gently
Boiling Boiling
Rapid or Rapid or
Slow 3te?T!i Slow Steam
Formation Formation
Water Wat or

Oonolusion . Does water bcuoiae hotter over a very hot
fire than it doea over low fire if it is Ijoiliiig iii "both
oasea? In which oaBe vsill the water he made to "boil away
more rapidlyl? Explain the subjeot question.
REFEREHCES
Powers, 3,H., ifeuner, E,P., Branar, H.B., Eypj-orinp: Our
World , Oinn and Company, 1940. Chapter IV.
€
V. LESSON PLAN 5
Sub j cot . Can the volume of air be changed by heating?
Materials Used . Dry pyrex flask (250 CC), balloon,
burner.
Prooedure . Squeeze or let out air from the balloon
as much as possible, and put the open end of the balloon
over the mouth of the flask. Heat the flask with oare,
observing the balloon. Then, permit the flask to cool
until it can be held comfortably in the honds. Continue
cooling the flask as much as possible by using either cold
water or a piece of ioe.
Conclusion. With what is the flask filled? What
happens to the air in flask when heated? V7hst happens to
the air in balloon when flask is cooled? How much change
can you make in the size of the balloon?
Heating the flask, and later coolinp it, showed that
air expands when heated and contracts when cooled.
Smitji, Y.G., Trafton, G.H., and Others, ^Ixplorin^ 3cienoe
.
J.B. Lippincott Company, Hew York, 1942 . Pp. 80-85.

QUKSTIOKo FOli COHTIHUED dTUDY
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1. vVhat inakea a tea-Kettle lid rattle when the kettle is
only half full of water?
2. Find oat whether there are expansion and contraction of
gases occurring about your claauroom or home?
3. Explain some expansion and contraction of /yases in
nature?
4* 7/hat becomes of the water in a cookinp pan as the water
boils away?
5* Yhy is salt used in freezing doe cream?
6. V.'hat haopens when hot liquids^ ore poured into cold glass
dishes?
7. Have you noticed a sraall pipe under the radiator cap of
every automobile?
8. Why docs a balloon burst on a sunny clay?
9. Explain why automobile tires blow out? No, there has
been no nail punctures.
10. If mother cj^nned several jars of fruits or vegetables,
fills them to the very top, look about two or three ho^irs
later, the jars are not so full* Why?
i
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VI. IE3S0U .PLAlf 6
Different terriperatures change substances to solids,
liquids, or gases. This is a true and very important
statement to us. We would not have rain, and wet olothing
would never dry. ?!etals or iron would not become solids
or melted. These statements will he proven in lessons to
follow.
Subject. Is heat taken in or f?iven off by melting ice?
Materials Used. To beakers; ice: paraffin; placed
in the beaktars; sandstone, granite, or nail; glass tubing;
metal lid; iron support; cast iron ring; wire gauze;
Bm;aen burner or alcohol lamp; forceps.
Procedure. The ice, the paraffin, sandstone, granite
or nail; glass and nail are said t o be in a solid state,
let stand for awhile and examine these substances. Which
has returned to liquid state? Keat paraffin in beaker;
put solder in the metal lid on wire gauze and heat it.
Hold the glass tubing in the flame. Hold the nail in the
forceps and heat it in the flane until it is red hot. Which
substance changed from the solid to the liquid state?
Heat the melted ice (water) until it boils. You have
chan^red the water from the liquid state to the gae or vapor
and caused it to mix with the pases in the air. Can ycu.
see the water vapor and the other gases composing the air?
Examine the solder and paraffin again. .*/hat changes due
*
-

to cooling happens ixi these suustances.
Conclaalon * V7hen will different temperatures change
substances from Bolids to liquids, and from liquids to
gases? l^at must hap^jen to change gases to liquids?
What must happen to change liquids to solids? Is heat
taken in or given off by melting ice?
REPERSIICES
Compton's Pictured Sncyolopedia . Vol. P 11, p. 190,
F.£; Compton and Company, Cnioago, Illinois, 1944.
Smith, V.C., Trafton, Teeters, Sxploring Science . J.B.
liippinoott Coirpany, Philadelphia, 1942. 1.^2-123.

QUEST ions FOR COIfTIlfUKD STUDY
!• Uame three subetancos that are liquids.
2. Name three aibstauces that are usually solids at
ordinary temperature.
3. liaxae three sabstancos that are erases.
4. How does the knowledpo gained in lesson No. 6 help explain
the use of a warn iron and a blotter In removing oandle
grease fioin clothing?
6. Name some illustrations of changes of state that occur
in nature.
6. What are soroe industries that depend upon the changes of
state in business?
7. Is an odor added to ^?as before selling to the customer?
If 80, why?
RSFSRENCES
Compton*s Pictured Encyolopedia , F.E. Compton and Cocipany,
Chicago, Illinois, 1944. Pp. P 188-195. W 42, L 155,
a 18. F 194 Table.
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VII. LESSOa PLA.iI 7
Sub jeot . Is there water in the air?
Materials Used . Dishes of several different shapes;
such as jars, pans, bottles, etc.; some wide-mouthed;
some narrow-mouthed jars; water; stopper.
Procedure . i?'ill each oontainor with water and place
on windowsill or some place where no one will disturb them
for two or three days. Then examine.
Note . Did more water disappear from some oontaiiiers
than others? Why? Where has the water fone?
Take containers of equal measure; fill with water,
stopper one, place on windowsill. Observe what happens.
Why? This e^qperiment shows exposure and unexposure.
Did the same amount of water disappear from each container?
Why? Again, place two containers of equal measure filled
with water; one on the radiator or warm place, and the other
in a cool place; show varied temperatures of water.
Uote . Which container has most water evaporated?
Why? You changed water, a liquid, into gas, and it disappear-!
ed in the air. This change or process is called evaporation.
Gon elusion. What must be done to cause liquids like
water to disappear into the air?
REFjjSEJJCES
CraiK, Gerald 3., Science For The Elementary iiohool Teacher,
Ginn and Corripany, 1940. Pp. 21E-215.
1
i

VIII. LEd30H 2LAli 8
Subject * How water returns from the air.
Teach gr 's AlLa . To teacli the raeanins? of oonden8at5 on.
Materials Used . Bearer, or metal drinking cup or
glass; colored ice water.
Procedure . Fill containers with the colored ice
water. What happens on the outside of oup or p^last'/S Yes,
moisture forms on outside of cup or glass, vifhere did it
come from? Does cup leak? Ho, hecause water is not colored.
The water comes from the air. Cool air holds less moisture
than warm air. The air next to the cup was cooled and tJie
moisture remained on the cup; what does condensation mean?
condensation is Just opposite of e vaporf^tion
.
Con clu si on . Where does this collection of water which
occurs on the outside of the chilled glass or cup come from?
Explain what must he done to get water out of the air.
Do you understand what must be done to cause water vapor
end other gases to condense into liquids? Explain
Craig, Gerald S., Science For 'Jhe Elementary School Teacher
.
Ginii and Company, 1940. Pp. 216-217.
Smith, Y.C, Trafton, 2xplorlng Science . J.B. Lippincott
Company, 1942. Pp. 375.
c
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QUESTIOHS FOH COJEJTMUED STUI»
1# What are olouds?
2, What ia rain?
5. V¥hat is dew?
4* What illustration can you name?
6. Observe and name sorae illustrations of evaporation that
have taken place in your home.
6. Do you "believe evaporation is necessary in our everydteiy
life? vVhy?
7. Have you ever thought of what causes wet clothing to dry?
8» .\fter rain, vh&.t oauson the pavement to dry?
G
TEST
HOV/ HEAT MAY AFFKCT II QUILLS, GA^ES AM) SOIIDS
Direct ions . To answer questions, write jO if the answer is
oondeiisation; E if evaporation; 3 if founation
is a solid; ^ Tf melting and II iT none of
these chsnges^ of state.
1. Boiling water.. • f )
£• Circulation of air in refriger citor, ( )
3. Pomaticn of a rain cloud f )
4. Blowing of wind ( )
5. Making a lead sinker* ( )
6. Drawing copper wire. « ( )
7. Wilting of cut flowers.... ( )
8. Formation of drops of water on outside of ice
pitcher • ....( )
9* L'aking steel casting • ( )
10. Drying of wet clothes ...( )
11. iiisappearanee if ice upon standing ( )
1£. Blowing of an electric fuse f )
Directions . Some of the facts below will illustrate
expansion; L for liquioLs; G for gases; ^ for
solids; and*"N if they do no*t illustra te^ex-
pansion.
1. Hursinf^ bottles filled with cold milk overflow when
heated. ( )
2. Thermostats are used in holding a uniform temperature( )
3. Water pressure gauges measure the height of water.... ( )
4. Dry wood "burns more readily than moist ( )
5 . Drawers in damp weather stick f )
6* Heated air rises ( )
7. Craciis in wc oden floors open wider in winter; when
the heat is turned on • ( )
8. Suspension bridges are lower on hot days ( )
9. Very hot joints can be made in metal work by fitting
a heated ring of metal around a cool ring ( )
10. Sections of railroad have small spaces left at the
joints ( )
11. Clothes dry more readily in the wind ( )
12. Salt is mixed with ice in making ice creaip ..( )
13. Mercury thermometer shows the temperature .*.( )
14. If a test tube is not dry on the outside, it will
probably crack when heated in a flame.... f )
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( Cont intied
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
SO.
£1
28.
22.
S4.
25.
26.
27
Surface winds blow toward the heated parts of the earth's
surfaoe • • (
Of the followinp- materials, the one wh loh will melt last
when heated, is* (
(a) ioe; (b) air; (o) solder; (d) glass; (e) paraffin.
Of the following materials, the one which v?ill melt
first when heated, is • (
(a) iron; (h) solder; (o) paraffin; (u) ice; (e) glass.
Of the folloWrlnft materials, the one which '.'vill chanip-e
its state at room temperature (70° F.), is.........r
(a) glass; (b) paraffin; (c) air; (d) iee; (e) solder.
Conorete roads and paveinents must be provided with
open Joints to •• ...«•(
(a) prevent change of state; (b) riinn off excess rain;
(c) prevent speeding; (d) eccnomize on coiistruot ion
materials; (c) allow for expansion and contraction.
What is a dangerous fever temperature measured on an
American clininal thermometer?. (
(a) 105°; (b) 100°; (c) 99°; (d) 97°; (e) 98°.
In pure boiling water, what will be the temperature cn
the Fahrenheit thermometer? .(
(a) 32°; (b) 100°; (c) 0°; (d) 212°; (e) 68°.
Hake same test using Cent ri grade thermometer (
In melting ice, what ^ill be the temperature on
Fahrenheit thermometer? .....(
(c) 212"; (d) 68°; (e) 0°.
as question 23, using Centigrade
lifjuid in a thermometer tube is
(o) condensation;
the
.(
(a) 100°; (b) 32'
Fake same test
the rraomet or • • . . • •
The rising of the
resul t of......... • •
(a) expansion; (b) contraction;
(d) evaporation; fe) porosity.
''/hen heated, most substances..... •..•••(
(a) condense; (b) coi^tract; (c) expand; (d) harden;
(e) perspire.
Mhen iee is heated, it first changes to. ,.....(
(a) steam; fb) a solid; (o.) m.tsr vapor; (d) a liquid;
( e ) a gas.
28. vVhen melted paraffin is allowed to cool to room
(6
temperature, it
(a) becomes a gas; (b) evaporates; fc) melts;
becomes a solid; (e) changes to a liquid.
29. Of the following materials at room temperature, the
one which will change its state most easily is.....(
(a) iron; (b) a glasB rod; (c) wire gauze; fd) sand;
(e) solder*
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( Cont inued
)
30* When air Is cooled, it ( )
(a) contracts; (b) boils; (c) expands; (d) forms steam;
(e) disappears.
.71 • When air is heated, it.*.. • • ( )
(a) forms steam; (b) contracts; (c ) condenses; (d) eaq: anda
(e) boils.
i
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GEhPSm K. HKAXTH: TH!': HOMAE BODY
Hare you ever thought of your body as a naohlno? '.?ell,
anything and everything that doos work is e neohine. Can
you nanj© sorae rnachliic s that work? ??hat kind of work they
really do? Work raeana or results In either something being
moved, or somet hln.? "bolr.p stopped. Work requires isonecne or
something to ubo oiiurgy,
Energy la th© cause of all motion. There are several kinds
of energy. Mechanical energy has to ao with notion.
Chemloal energy produces burning oxidation, and other oheraloal
ohenges. light, heat, and eleotrloal current are still
other forms of energy. Knergy can be ohanged to perform
different work. Uhe machines and our bodies need fuel to
make thein move; the machines use gasoline; the body uses
food. The gefiollne used in the autoraoblle is changed from a
liquid to a gas mixed with air in the carburetor. The ft>od
used by the body is charjged by the digestive organs Into
liquid foarm for the blood to carry. The body and automJbil©
need oxygen In the air. The air paaeea Into the cylinders
of th© autonoblle, where the f^asoline Is burned. The air
passes into the lui^a of the body from which the oxygen enters
the blood and reaches the tissues where the food is burned, '
Find out and compare the waste products of the automobile
1

with the waste product 8 of the human body; how the automohile
is cooled and how the human body is cooled; what must be
done to keep an automobile in good running condition; and
what we should do to keep our bodies in good condition.
Compare the duty of the digestive organs with the getting
ready of the fuel to be used in the automobile's engine.
How can we repair and rebuild our bodies? The human body
is a wonderful machine, because we are able to think and
control our thoughts, while the automobile is controlled and
is a servant of man. In these lesson plans we shall learn
some interesting things about the hunan body.
THE SKEIETON OP YOUH BOUT
Do you know that you carry & skeleton inside your
body? Ncf% don't become frightened, because your skeleton
is covered by muscles and skin, and supports organs which
give the body its shape.
The skeleton is made up of bones, namely; bones of
the head, m&ing up the skull; bones of the body, backbone,
ribs, pelvis, ems, legs, feet and hands. Each of these
bones plays an important part in the function of the body.
These bones are of different size and shape. There are over
two hundred bones in the body, supporting, protecting the
softer tissues, and serving as levers by means of which our
muscles produce motion.

I. PLM 1
Sub Jeot » What materials are found In the boneti?
;
Teacher 'a Aim * To show pupil the composition of our |
bones. |
Materials Used . Chicken or meat bones; vinegar or |
dilute hydrochloric acid; bottle; iron dish; tripod or '
iron stand; Bunsen burner or alcohol lamp.
Procedure . Put bone in bottle; cover with vinegar
(which contains an acid); let the bottle stand until the bone
is soft and flexible. Plaice a few pieces of meat bone in f
the iron dish and heat them until they are pray and very i
i
brittle. When the bone stops burning, remove it carefully t
with fork or sppon, but put it in the second iron dish to |
cool. Hote carefully what happened, and what caused the i
changes observed in experiment A and B. Did the bones burn? *
If so, what does this tell? Yes, it shows they contain *
organic matter; meaning- carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen. These t
elements are in all organic matter. What effect does acid <
have upon bones? Yes, acid removes the hard substance
known as calsium phosphate, calcium carbonate, (mineral
matter and limestone). \
Conclusion . IVhat materials do bones contain? What
valuable products can be processed from bones?
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, George C, Our Environment Its
Relation to Us
.
Allyn and Bacon, 1946. Pp. 339-343.
Pioture, p. ggO.
I
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QUEST lOlJS FOR OOBTINUSD STUDY
!• What is protoplasm?
2. What chemical substances compose protoplasm?
3. V/hat important mineral suhstances do bones nontain?
4. liVhat would happen if these substances were placed togetiierl
Explain.
5. What vitaifims are needed for healthy bones?
6* What foods will supply those vitamins?
7. What foods wl 1?l supply these minei'als?
8. What is the cycle of life?
9» What living thing is composed of a single cell?
10, A cell is the unit of a living body. Why?
L 11. There should be a skeleton in your school. Study and
locate different bones of your body.
12. Bo your bones need special care?
13. What effect do poorly fittii^' shoes have upon the
development of the bones of the feet?
14. «Vhat effect do poorly fitting clothes have upon the bones?
REFEIiEUCES
Compton's Pictured Enoyolopedia . F.E. Coiirpton and Oompsny,
1944^: Vol. 11 - P - 366; B 122; 172; 0 19; 121-122;
A 188-189; 119-12-; P 357; Y 204; H 376; ¥ 145;
Picture 144a; V 311a; Chart V 311.
rI
TH3 QKIU WHICH PROTECTS
In Leaaon No. 1, we learned about our bones whloh
ETupport organs and give the body shape. All animals such
as dogs, horses, eto., have bones to support their organs
and give the body shape; this is a common requirement to
all living animals.
All living animals have skin, hair, nails, and
muRolee, and in some way have methods of cleanliness in
order to retain a healthy body, '^'e must help our skin
protect our health, for the skin has the job of defending the
body sp-ainst outside injury, and keeping the body at correct
temper€|ture
.
cc
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II. LEaSOU PIAIJ 8
Subject . Does the skin protect our health?
Teacher's Aim . To demonstrate how the skin protects
our body.
Materials Used . Chart, a selected text, projecting
lantern, lantern slide.
Procedure . The skin is the covering of the human
body. It consists of two layers, the epidermis fouteide)
and the dermis (the skin underneath). The epidermis is
wearing off all the time. It is mostly hard and dead,
contains neither nerves nor blood tubes. It protects from
harm the delicate nerves and tender blood tubes underneath.
The dermis skin contains many nerves and blood tubes or
vessels. The blood brinps food from the intestines to
nourish the skin and to maKe it grow as It is worn off.
The skin serves a three-fold purpose : 1. Protects the body
tissues against injuries. 2. It serves as messenger carrying
news of the outside world in the form of heat, touch, and
cold through the special sense organs in theskin.
3. The skin helps to regulate body temperature. It serves
as an insulator in keeping heat
•
Conclusion . Does the skin protect our health? Explain.
Give three functions of the skin. Can the skin prevent
bacterial from eaitering the body?
Smithy V.C., Trafton, G.H. and Teeters, Vf.R. Bjcplcring
Science . J.B. Lippinoott Oompany, Ohio ago, lj4g.^^ i:^. »it)»gl8#
c
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QUESTIOJIS FOR COITPIilUED arUDY
House'
ana
and
!• How it o;ir skin oonstruoted?
2. Could the skin ho called the "Light
3. Can we help the skin in its work?
4« What can we do in curing for our eyes
5* Study the construction of the teeth
,
used •
6. Why do teeth decay? Can decay be prevented?
?• Vifhat causes eye trouble?
8» What care should we give our ears?
9. Learn something about the vyorking of the eyes.
10. Why are finger prints valuable?
? Why?
teeth?
how they are
c
Ill* JMSQQn FLAH 3
Subject. What helps the siceleton to move?
Teacher*8 Aim * To demonstrate how tho siceleton moves.
Materiala Used * Chart; diagram showing icinds of nusclea;
selected text*
Pro oedure * ll&ve you ever seen a siceleton? Have you notioei
the Jointa and how looaely they swlifj laovinr only when one
forces theiQ to move. In huraan bodies tho mu^^olos hold the
bciies ill plttoe aiid Qojti:ro.l aovopiQUta . we have a variety
of muocles oariii^ forour niovements, as, running, lifting,
breathing, c Iroulaiinfr our blood, eating, etc. Th«re» are
660 or raore muscles in our boay, each performing a apodal
work*
Kinds of muaclea . Skeletal musolen are voluntary muscles*
Visceral Tiiuaolce are involuntary muscles*
MuBolo atruotm e . Voluntary muscles are bundles of long
fibGrlllco cells held together by oonnoctiVf> tissue; enfls
fastened to tho bonos by oordliice tnaaoes of connect iv»
tissues called tejidona* A voluntary rauaclc is a single
cell ss^ere tho nucleus is divided into many nuclei. The
fibers run parallel or may be called the Striated muscle,
bccauBc of the construction of the muscle pattern*
Involuntary muscle le a bundle of spindle shaped fibers
round buligr centers, tapering? at ends Into thin, stringy
endings, with single long nucleus* Involuntary rauaclD s

are Bom«t,lmos called Tlnstriated muscles. Some involuntary
muscles differ, that is, they are grouped into sheets of
muscular tissue instead of tundles and held together "by
a kind of membrane, as the covering of an onion.
Oonolusion * Learn the names of your muscles. Use
these names in expressing ideas when discussing the
muscular eiystem.
Skeleton muscles control •
Voluntary muscles control. • •
Involuntary muscles coiitrol. •••*•••••••• •
Striated muscles are
Unstriated muscles are
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, Qeorf^e G., Our Environment
Its Helation To Us , Allyn and 3acon, 194G.
Pp. 348-352. Picture p. 349.
jj'rasier, George W., liolman, Helen and Others, The How And
/my Qlub , The L.W. Singer Company, 1939. Pp. 92-99.
€
QUE3TI0H3 FOR COIJT rffUED STUDY
1. iifhat oan yoa do to make strong muscles?
2. How oan Imbits of good posture be retained?
3. Make a list of foods w .ich build energy for muscular
work.
4. Why la "drunkenness" an offense in driving an automobile?
5* Does alcohol affect one*s muse oL ar control in sotting,
walking or running?
6* Do athletes use tobacco or alcohol? Why?
7. .Vhy do the govorijment or mechanical services forbid
alcohol of its workers?
8. Shuuld an individual lift heavy objects? Why?
9. What methods can one eraploy to iiiiprovo muscular ability?
REFIKEtJCES
Smith, V.C., Trafton, G.H,, and Teeters, W.H., Explorinfc
Science . J.B. Lij^pincott Conpany, Chicago, 194 2.
Pp. 310-313; 330-331; 336-340.
e
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IT, LIS330H PLAH 4
£tU'>Jeot . The controlling power and its messenger s#
Materials Ugod . Chart; selected text.
Procedure . What is the controlling power of the
body? '.fhat are the mestsengersV What is the duty of these
messengers?
Every manufacturing plant, railroad system, telephone
system, insurance company, and naiiy other cooperations
have control or headquarters from which it sends out
messengers in the form of "branch offices and workers into
cities, states, or counties to represent its good or works.
These workers not only carry the desired ideas of their
firms, "but bring in reports of thejr work and finding's.
It is true that the brain rules, controls, or is the
headnuarters for the messengers (nerves) to receive and
carry messages to all partB of the body. The nerves,
therefore, carry messages oat from the brain. The brain is
the eontrollii^g power of the heart, sweat glands, breathing,
and finds out what is going on about the body. I'he nerves
run out from the brain in all directions, carrr ing
messages in and out. iCnow your nervous system; look up
correct pronunciations; discuss them with classmates and
in class until you know thera separately. (1) The brain;
(2) the spinal cord; (3) nerve cells; (4) medulla oblongata;
(5) the oerebrum; (6) the oerebdllum.
ec
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Conclusion. '.Vhat is the oontroiling power of the
body? "hat are the messengers and their duty? ©ive
examples of messengers or nerves. I^ame the important
nervous system. Define and locate each from the chart.
QUE'iTlCmS FOH COISxWJES) STUDY
1. V/hy is so much stress put on sleep and rest?
2. Kame animals that you have seen asleep. Day sleepers.
3. Is exercise a necessity for nervoas system?
4. Vvhat must one avoid in order to not place the nervous
system in danger.
5. Is it possible to over exercise?
6. Is the nervous system affected by tobacco or alcohol?
If so, explain your reasons.
7. What are the necessary requirements for a strong nervous
system?
8. Why is taking stimulants like usin^r a whip on a starting
horse?
REFEREKCfiS
Smith, Victor C, Trafton, G.H., Teeters, iV.R., Exploring
3ci cnce
.
J.B. Lippincott Coup any, 1942. Pp. 328,
312, 313-314, 33G, 327.
r
Subject, The work of the respiratory system.
Teaohor's Aim . To teach the parts arid duty of the
respiratory systen.
Materials Used , Text; How and Why Experiment; chart;
jar; water; lubber tube.
Procedure. Have you ever v/atohed your companion w^en he
does not Icnow you are watching him? Uo bo. How can you
tell he is breathing? When air is breathed in, the oheet
rises. When air is breathed out, the chest falls. Inside
the chart is a pair of lungs. Do you know your lungs'
capacity? A erood chest expansion is usually taken as the
sign of good lunpa. To measure your lungs' capacity, fill
a bottle of water, place hand over mouth of the bottle, and
invert it in a pan of water. Be careful not to spill any
of the water out of the bottle. Place one end of the tube
in the necK of the bottle, the other end in ycur mouth.
After filling the lungs with air, blow into the bottle until
the lungs feel empty end you need a new breath. The quantity
of air in the bottle shows your lung capacity. Respiratory
system; nose; windpipe; and lungs. Lun^s work like a pair
of bellows. Story of respiration: Air passes through the
nose; it is warmed; hairs in nose serVe as cleaners or dust
catchers; the warm clean air passes on through the windpipe
into the lungs* (Diagram follows on next page).
e
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Conclusion. Wliy are the lun^rs and other speoial
organs of "breathing called the respiratory system, needed?
Haiae some health rules for "breathing. Hovf should fee breath^
REP]iREIJGES
Frasier, Dolman, H. and Others, How and '^y Sxper iment^
The L.W. Singer Company, 1939. Pp. 223-226.
t
QUE3II0ii3 FOR GOW Wimiu STUDY
1. Name all the organe used in breathing.
S. Explain why 've hre.-ithe either through the mouth or
through the nose.
3. What are the uses of the lungs?
4. Explain how the air is washed or cleaned before entering
the lungs.
5. What is the normal "breathing per minute?
6. How can injuries bo prevented to the delicate menibranes
and blood vesstB in the nose?
7. ^hat are the signs of adenoids?
8. How can we keep from scattering the germs which cause
colds?
9. Can a neglected cold turn into other diseases?
10. Learn several rules for prevention of colds.
REFEHEUCES
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, George C, Our Environment
Its Relation to Js
,
Allyn and Bacon, 1946.
Pp. 223-231.
Smith and Trafton, Exploring Science , J.B. Lippincott Co.,
Chicago, 1942. Pp. 112-116.
c
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VI. LEiSSOlT PLAH 6
Sutject. The story of digestion.
Teacher's Aim. To teach the process of how our food
18 made ready for distrihution into our bodies
.
Materials Used. 35|?g, Rlass tube; sealinfr wax; pint
toottle; water; chart showing the digestive system.
Procedure. Pick off a small piece of shell from the
large end of an egg. Be very careful not to break the
white lining just inside the shell. Hake a small hole in th«
small end of the egg, through both the shell and the lining.
Put a smaQ.1 glass tube through this hole at the snail end
of the egg. Hake it tight by puttiiig sealing v/ax around it;
fill pUnt bottle with water. Place the egg in the top of
the bottle. Allow the bottom of the egg to be covered with
water. The next day you should see the liquid in the tube.
Water has passed throagh the lining of the egg and mixed with
the egg. This forced the liquid to rise in the tube. Fart
of the egg may be seen in the water in the milk bottle.
The egg goes through the egg lining into the water but
does not go through so rapidly as the water goes into the
egg. The digested food in the small intestine passes throu^
the walls of the blood vessels in much the same way that
water and e^ pass through the white lining of the egg.
Conelusion. Digestion starts in the mouth with saliva
mixing with the food which softens the food« passes on
t >
throcu.1' a tube called the esophagus, mixed with digestive
Juioes. then it passes to the stomaoh, remains for several
hourfr!. 3?hen, it parses from stomaoh into small intestines.
Digestion Is finished here. The small intestine contains
tiny "blood vessels which have thin walls. The digested food
passes through these walls into the blood. The large
intestine receives the parts of the food that are not used
by the body.
QUESTIONS FOR COKTUTUSL' STUDY
1. WhBt is digestion? Elimination?
2. Why is it necessary to ehew your food thoroughly before
swallowing it?
3. DTame the chief digestive organs and tell what each does
to the food.
4. Name at least four things which may effect the digestion
of fbod.
5. Should one take vigorous exercise immediately after
eating? miy?
6. Make some rules which one should follow in the elimination
of wastes from the digestive system.
7. Tell how food has to be changed in the body before it
can b e used .
REFSl^PJCES
Fraser, Dolman, and Others, The Kow and 'jhy Club , The L.W.
Singer Company, Syracuse, N.Y., 1959. !^ 119-123.
Carpenter, and Wood, Our Environment It a Helation to Us,
Allyn and T^aoon, 1946. Pp. ^S6^?j91, Picture p. 389.
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VII. LS3S0H PIAN 7
Subject . What is blood?
Teacher '8 Aim . To make an experiment to show what
the blood contains.
Materials Used . Alcohol, needle; glass slide; micro-
scope; priciced finger.
Prooeditre . Let someone prick his finder with a needle
that has been dipped in alcohol, rhe alcohol kills any
bacteria that might be on the needle. Put a drop of blood
on a glass slide. Put the slide under a raieroscope. Look at
the blood throu^;rh the microscope. If your microscope is
powerful enouf'h, :/ou will see that the liquid part of the
blood is not red. It is like water. In this liquid
thousands of tiny bodie^^ make the bloofl: look red. There
are tiny nhite bodies (you will see if your microscope is
powerful). These bodies are called corpuscles. Kotice
the shape and color of the corpuscles.
Conclusion . Red corpusolea carry oxygen; and your
blood count is the number of red corpuscles) and white
corpuscles in a certain quantity of ysur blood. The whita
corpuscles fight disease and bacteria, and keep your body
well.
206

VIII. LEoSOK PLAU 8
Clroulatiori of the blood . We learned in Lesson No. 6
tliat "blood passed from the s:aall intestines into the "blood.
This is called oiroulation of the tlocd in the body through
the blood vessels.
Sub
,i ect . How the blood circulates.
Tee oher ' a Aim . To show how blood circulates "by use
of a chart lowing "The Human Heart," or a drawing.
Materials Used . Chart, showing circulation of human
heart, text (selected) lantern slide projecting lantern.
Procedure . Heart is the pumping station.
Arteries )
Circulatory S^^stem Capillaries ) are the supply lines.
Veins )
Your teacher will instruct you how to trace the path of
the blood from the left ventricle through the body, and
baok to the right ventricle in the heart.
^Conclusion. The blood contains many corpuscles,
some red, and some white; also particles of food and solid
substances. The liquid part of the blood is called plasma.
REFERENCES
Carpenter, Harry A., and George C, Our Environment Its
Relation to Us
,
Allyn and Bacon, Chicago, 1946.
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QUEoTIOKS FOR COjmimm) STIJDY
1. Learn many health rules and use them.
£• 3tudy the prcpBo:* clothing to wear in the different seasons
for health and protodtion.
3. I^ake invest ipations in your oommuhity ooncerning the
chief causes of death.
4. Vilhat should you icnow about "First-Aid?"
5. Dlarne four types of injuries that inay be treated by
first-aid methods.
6. What is done in your community or city govoniraent to
protect your health?
7i Grive four methods that will reauce automobile aooidents.
6. What is the method of sewage disposal in your city?
9. ^ihy should the skin be kept clean?
10. How mipht an infected tooth injure other parts of the
body?
11. What diseases may be acquired from milit?
1£. vVhat scientists are we indebted to for bacteria?
13. What conditions are favorable for bacteria growth?
14. Give exainpie to show that superstition still exists
about diseases?
15. Why should you wash your hands before eating?
16. What effect has a cold bath or hot bath upon circulation?
17. Give the use of the red and white corpuscles?
18. Describe how to treat an open wound, or bruise.
19. iVhat exorcise will improve the circulation of the blood?
EG. V/hat injurious effect has enlarged adenoids, diseased
tonsils, or decayed teeth on the heart?
RBFEHSUCES
Carpenter, Harry A., and Wood, George C, Our Environment
Its Relation to Us
,
Allyn and Bacon, Pp. 329-420.
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HMLTH, THi2 HUMAB B ODY
1. Direot Ion : Select the "best of the ariswers given and write
in the parenthesis the letter A,B,0,D, or B
for the answer.
The function of the nervous system is... ( )
(a) to supply oxygen to the tissues; (h) to move the body;
(c) to supply food; (d) to control the hody; (e) to
strengthen the bones.
£• The function of the muscular system ...( )
(a) to move the body; (b) to help the blooc circulate;
(c) to supply oxygen to the tissies; (d) to control the
body; (e) to support the body.
Good digestion is the result of ( )
(a) exercise immediately after rasal; (b) goliig- co bed
early and sleeping: eight hours; (c) masticating food wall;
(d) refuse the use of alcoholic drinks; (ej sleeping
with windows open.
4. Good nerves are the result of ( )
(a) eating lettuce regularly; (b) mast ic "^t ing food well;
(c) sleeping and resting ten hours at ni^ht; (d) forming
right habits of walking; (e) drinking milk with all meals.
5. Which of the following conlain muscle? ( )
(a) liver; (b) brain; (c) lungs; (d) skull; (e) heart.
6. The bones in the human body number about ( )
(a) 2.000; (b) 90; (c) 200; (d) 50; (e) 500.
7. What is the purpose of the skeletal system? f )
(a) to control the body; (b) to move the body;(o) to
support the body; (a) to supply oxygen to the tissues;
(e) to help the blood circulate.
8. Which of the foods supply minerals for the bones?..... ( )
(a) cocoa; (h) crisco; io) milk; (d) cabbage; (e) salt.
9 . All living things are composed of ......( )
(a) muscles; fb) bones; (c) fTuers; (d) cells; (e) brain.
10. Which of the following is important for developinfi habits
of good pes tire? ( )
(a) strong bones; (b) good iiervea; (c) good muscular
development; (d) well prepared food; (e) strong ligaments.

( Cont inued)
11. Vfnat is the function of the digestive sj^-stem? f )
(a) to help the hlood ciroulate; (t) to control the hody;
(c) to chsnr.o foods from solids to liquids; (d) to
develop the muscular system; (e) to remove the procticte
of comhuation from the tissues.
12. '.Vhich of the groups below have the highest death rate?( )
(a) drinkers of alcohol; (h) light anokors; (c) tobacco
users; (d) heavy smokers.
13. What is the chief function of the respiratory system?( )
(a) to support the chest; ("b) to control the heart; (c) to
supply axygen to the tissues; (d) to chanpe foods from
so lid 3 to liquids.
14. What chief purpose is served "by the skin?....... ( )
(a) to Bxippl}^ oxygen to the tissues; (b) to support the
chest; (o) to control body teaj|iieratures ; (d) to protect
the brain.
15. The brain is protected by the.... ••.....•.*..( )
(a) spinal cord; (b) vertebrae; (c) skull; (d) backbone.
16. Vhich of the iollov7ing contains a single cell? ( )
(a) fibers; (b) roots; (c) backbone; (d) an amoeba.

tttftehtrs ml£jbt tliaa«eXv«t benaflt by pooling thair escpor*
l«iie«8 with otbors ongaged in sioilor studies* always
« they
should koop in xaind tbs good of the pupils « as sxpreeaed in
civic and social behavior» skills and attitudv^s*
5« Taachors should holp thair pupils to apply seiancs
prinoiplss to daily living both in and out of thd classroon*
6« When using rilsis, or otter visual aids» ths spscific
objectives dasired should be determined and the class should
be told what special inforsiatlon is to be glecuhsd* Thes«
films should be adapted to particCLar needs*
7* Science mseums should be used in helping the pupils
to gain knowledgi as many puplli are interested in collect-
ing specimens o£ different sorts | and whilst engaged in
sueh forms of research the pupils may be tau^^t organisation^
selection^ cooperation^ care a£ articles, accuracy of
epeeeht axkI therefore « more ease in reading, writing, spell-
ing, am in expression*
8* The retardeA pupils in schools probably would bene*
fit greatly through science atudlse*
C<»iolusiqns t
The general experiences of the whole child are mam i»»
portent than the pattern of scienee as it is taught* Scienee
studies will be satisfying and motivating in ratio to the
teacher's ability to make his pupils think^come to hisir own
conclusions and to seek informatiim independently*
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teachara might themselves benefit by pooling their exper-
iences with others engc^sed in similar studies* Always « they
should keep in misud the good o£ the pupils , as expressed in
civic and social behavior^ skills and attitudds*
6* I'e&chers should help their pupils to apply science
principles to daily living both in and out oi' the classroom*
6« Vi/hen using films, or other visual aids, the specific
objectives desired should be determined and the class should
be told what special information is to be glesuied* Thase
tXlMB should be adapted to particular needs.
7* Science museums should be used in helping tha pupila
to gain knowledgi as many pupils are interested in collect-
ing specimana of different sortai and whilst engaged in
auch foraa of research the pupila may ba taught organization^
selection, cooperation, care of articled, accuracy of
apeeoh, and therefore, more ease in reading, writing, spell-
ing, aii^ in expression*
8* The retarded pupils in schools probably would bene-
fit greatly through science studies*
Conclusions s
The general experiencea of the whole child are more im-
portant than the pattern of science as it is taught* Science
studies will be satisfying and motivating in ratio to the
teacher's ability to make his pupils think,come to hisir own
conclusions and to seek information independently*
j
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